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Abstract. We prove that instanton L-space knots are fibered and strongly quasipositive. Our proof
differs conceptually from proofs of the analogous result in Heegaard Floer homology, and includes
a new decomposition theorem for cobordism maps in framed instanton Floer homology akin to the
Spinc decompositions of cobordism maps in other Floer homology theories. As our main applica-
tion, we prove (modulo a mild nondegeneracy condition) that for r a positive rational number and
K a nontrivial knot in the 3-sphere, there exists an irreducible homomorphism

�1.S
3
r .K//! SU.2/

unless r � 2g.K/� 1 andK is both fibered and strongly quasipositive, broadly generalizing results
of Kronheimer and Mrowka. We also answer a question of theirs from 2004, proving that there is
always an irreducible homomorphism from the fundamental group of 4-surgery on a nontrivial knot
to SU.2/. In another application, we show that a slight enhancement of the A-polynomial detects
infinitely many torus knots, including the trefoil.

Keywords. Instanton Floer homology, Dehn surgery, A-polynomial

1. Introduction

The most important invariant of a 3-manifold is its fundamental group. One of the most
fruitful approaches to understanding the fundamental group is to study its homomor-
phisms into simpler groups. SU.2/ is an especially convenient choice because it is one
of the simplest nonabelian Lie groups, and because gauge theory provides powerful tools
for studying SU.2/ representations of 3-manifold groups. Given a 3-manifold Y , we will
therefore be interested in the representation variety

R.Y / D Hom.�1.Y /; SU.2//: (1.1)

If this variety is to tell us anything about the 3-manifold not captured by its first homology,
it must contain elements with nonabelian image. Let us introduce the following terminol-
ogy for when this is not the case.
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Definition 1.1. A 3-manifold Y is SU.2/-abelian if every � 2 R.Y / has abelian image.1

SU.2/-abelian manifolds can be thought of as the simplest manifolds from the per-
spective of the variety (1.1). A basic question when studying representation varieties is
whether they contain irreducible homomorphisms; since a homomorphism into SU.2/
is reducible iff it is abelian, this question admits the following satisfying answer for the
varieties studied here.

Remark 1.2. R.Y / contains an irreducible iff Y is not SU.2/-abelian.

Little is known as to which 3-manifolds are SU.2/-abelian, even among Dehn surg-
eries on knots in S3. One of the first major advances in this direction was Kronheimer
and Mrowka’s landmark proof of the Property P conjecture [32], in which they showed
that S31 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian (and hence not a homotopy 3-sphere) for any nontrivial
knot K. They then substantially strengthened this result as follows.

Theorem 1.3 ([31]). Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot. Then S3r .K/ is not SU.2/-
abelian for any rational number r with jr j � 2.

It is natural to ask whether Theorem 1.3 holds for other values of r . Bearing in mind
that 5-surgery on the right-handed trefoil is a lens space, and hence SU.2/-abelian, Kron-
heimer and Mrowka posed this question for the next two integer values of r .

Question 1.4 ([31]). Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot. Can S33 .K/ or S34 .K/ be
SU.2/-abelian?

In this paper, we use instanton Floer homology to prove the following broad gen-
eralization (modulo a mild nondegeneracy condition) of Theorem 1.3. In particular, this
generalization establishes a link between the genus, the smooth slice genus, and the SU.2/
representation varieties of Dehn surgeries on a knot.

Theorem 1.5. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot, and r D m=n > 0 is a rational
number such that

�K.�
2/ ¤ 0

for any mth root of unity �. Then S3r .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian unless

r � 2g.K/ � 1

and K is both fibered and strongly quasipositive.

Remark 1.6. As alluded to above, the assumption on the Alexander polynomial in The-
orem 1.5 is equivalent to a certain nondegeneracy condition (see §1.1); we remark that it
always holds when m is a prime power. Note that rationals with prime power numerators
are dense in the reals (see Remark 9.3).

1If b1.Y / D 0 then � 2 R.Y / has abelian image iff it has cyclic image.
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Remark 1.7. The right-handed trefoil is the only fibered, strongly quasipositive knot
of genus 1. Since r-surgery on this trefoil is not SU.2/-abelian for any r 2 Œ0; 2�, by
Proposition 9.4, Theorem 1.5 recovers Theorem 1.3 for r with prime power numerators;
e.g., for r D 1; 2.

We use the techniques behind Theorem 1.5 in combination with results of Klassen
[28] and Lin [39] to give the following nearly complete answer to (a more general version
of) Question 1.4.

Theorem 1.8. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot of genus g. Then

� S34 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian,

� S3r .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian for any r D m=n 2 .2; 3/ with m a prime power, and

� S33 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian unlessK is fibered and strongly quasipositive and g D 2.

Remark 1.9. We expect that S33 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian for any nontrivial knot but do
not know how to prove this at present.

We highlight two additional applications of our work below before describing the
gauge-theoretic results underpinning these theorems.

First, in [55], Sivek and Zentner explored the question of which knots in S3 are
SU.2/-averse, meaning that they are nontrivial and have infinitely many SU.2/-abelian
surgeries. These include torus knots, which have infinitely many lens space surgeries [40],
and conjecturally nothing else. Below, we provide strong new restrictions on SU.2/-
averse knots and their limit slopes, defined for an SU.2/-averse knot as the unique accu-
mulation point of its SU.2/-abelian surgery slopes.

Theorem 1.10. Suppose K � S3 is an SU.2/-averse knot. Then K is fibered, and either
K or its mirror is strongly quasipositive with limit slope strictly greater than 2g.K/ � 1.

One of the first applications of Theorem 1.3 was a proof by Dunfield–Garoufalidis
[12] and Boyer–Zhang [6] that the A-polynomial [9] detects the unknot. The A-polyno-
mial

AK.M;L/ 2 ZŒM˙1; L˙1�

is defined in terms of the SL.2;C/ character variety of �1.S3 n K/, and the key idea
behind these proofs is that Theorem 1.3 implicitly provides, for a nontrivial knot K,
infinitely many representations

�1.S
3
nK/! SU.2/ ,! SL.2;C/

whose characters are distinct, even after restricting to the peripheral subgroup.
More recently, Ni and Zhang proved [48] that QAK.M; L/ together with knot Floer

homology detects all torus knots, where the former is a slight enhancement of the A-poly-
nomial whose definition omits the curve of reducible characters in the SL.2;C/ character
variety (see §10). Neither the A-polynomial nor its enhancement (nor knot Floer homol-
ogy) alone can detect all torus knots. Nevertheless, we use Theorem 1.10, together with
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an argument inspired by the proofs of the unknot detection result above, to prove that this
enhanced A-polynomial suffices in infinitely many cases, as follows.

Theorem 1.11. Suppose K is either a trefoil or a torus knot Tp;q where p and q are
distinct odd primes. Then

QAJ .M;L/ D QAK.M;L/ iff J is isotopic to K.

Remark 1.12. We prove that QAK.M; L/ detects many other torus knots as well; see
Corollary 10.16 for a more complete list.

1.1. Instanton L-spaces

The theorems above rely on new results about framed instanton homology, defined by
Kronheimer and Mrowka [35] and developed further by Scaduto [54]. This theory asso-
ciates to a closed, oriented 3-manifold Y and a closed, embedded multicurve � � Y a
Z=2Z-graded C-module

I #.Y; �/ D I #
odd.Y; �/˚ I

#
even.Y; �/:

This module depends, up to isomorphism, only on Y and the homology class

Œ�� 2 H1.Y IZ=2Z/:

Let us write I #.Y / to denote I #.Y;�/with Œ��D 0. Scaduto [54] proved that if b1.Y /D 0
then I #.Y / has Euler characteristic jH1.Y IZ/j, which implies that

dim I #.Y / � jH1.Y IZ/j:

This inspires the following terminology, by analogy with Heegaard Floer homology.

Definition 1.13. A rational homology 3-sphere Y is an instanton L-space if

dim I #.Y / D jH1.Y IZ/j:

A knot K � S3 is an instanton L-space knot if S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space for some
rational number r > 0.

Remark 1.14. It follows easily from the discussion above that a rational homology 3-
sphere Y is an instanton L-space iff I #

odd.Y / D 0.

Our main Floer-theoretic result is the following.

Theorem 1.15. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. Then

� K is fibered and strongly quasipositive, and

� S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space for a rational number r iff r � 2g.K/ � 1.

Let us explain how Theorem 1.15 bears on the results claimed in the previous section.
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The connection with SU.2/ representations comes from the principle that I #.Y /

should be the Morse–Bott homology of a Chern–Simons functional with critical set

Crit.CS/ Š R.Y /:

This heuristic holds true so long as the elements inR.Y / are nondegenerate in the Morse–
Bott sense. In [4], we observed that if Y is SU.2/-abelian and b1.Y / D 0, then

H�.R.Y /IC/ Š CjH1.Y IZ/j;

which then implies that Y is an instanton L-space if all elements ofR.Y / are nondegener-
ate. For SU.2/-abelian Dehn surgeries, this nondegeneracy is equivalent to the condition
on the Alexander polynomial in Theorem 1.5, by work of Boyer and Nicas [5]; see [4, §4].

With this discussion in the background, let us now prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.10
assuming Theorem 1.15.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. SupposeK �S3 is a nontrivial knot, and r Dm=n>0 is a rational
number such that �K.�2/ ¤ 0 for any mth root of unity �. Suppose S3r .K/ is SU.2/-
abelian. Then S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space, by [4, Corollary 4.8]. Theorem 1.15 then
implies that K is fibered and strongly quasipositive, and r � 2g.K/ � 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.10. Suppose K � S3 is SU.2/-averse with limit slope r > 0. Then
K has an instanton L-space surgery of slope dre � 1 > 0, by [55, Theorem 1.1]. As
K is nontrivial by definition, Theorem 1.15 then implies that K is fibered and strongly
quasipositive, and

r > dre � 1 � 2g.K/ � 1:

If r < 0, then we apply the same argument to the mirror K, whose limit slope is �r > 0.

Theorem 1.15 will be unsurprising to those familiar with Heegaard Floer homology,
given the conjectural isomorphism [33, Conjecture 7.24]

I #.Y / Šconj: cHF.Y /˝C;

and the fact that nontrivial knots with positive Heegaard Floer L-space surgeries are
already known to be fibered [44,51] and strongly quasipositive [26], with L-space surgery
slopes comprising [52]

Œ2g.K/�1;1/ \Q:

On the other hand, all proofs in the literature of the fiberedness result alone use some
subset of: the Z ˚ Z-filtered Heegaard Floer complex associated to a knot, the large
surgery formula, the .1; 0; n/-surgery exact triangle for n > 1, and, in all cases, the
Spinc decomposition of the Heegaard Floer groups of rational homology spheres. None
of this structure is available in framed instanton homology.
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Our proof of Theorem 1.15 is thus, by necessity, largely novel (and can even be trans-
lated to Heegaard Floer and monopole Floer homology2 to give new, conceptually simpler
proofs of the analogous theorems in those settings). One of the ingredients is a new
decomposition theorem for cobordism maps in framed instanton homology, analogous
to the Spinc decompositions of cobordism maps in Heegaard and monopole Floer homol-
ogy, described in the next section. We expect this decomposition result to have other
applications as well.

1.2. A decomposition of framed instanton homology

The framed instanton homology of a 3-manifold comes equipped with a collection of
commuting operators

� W H2.Y IZ/! End.I #.Y; �//

such that the eigenvalues of �.Œ†�/ are even integers between 2 � 2g.†/ and 2g.†/ � 2
for a surface † � Y . Following Kronheimer and Mrowka [33, Corollary 7.6], this gives
rise to an eigenspace decomposition

I #.Y; �/ D
M

sWH2.Y IZ/!2Z

I #.Y; �I s/;

where each summand I #.Y;�I s/ is the simultaneous generalized s.h/-eigenspace of �.h/
for all h 2 H2.Y IZ/. Only finitely many of these summands are nonzero.

A smooth cobordism .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ induces a homomorphism

I #.X; �/ W I #.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/: (1.2)

We extend the eigenspace decomposition discussed above to cobordism maps, in a way
which mirrors the Spinc decomposition of cobordism maps in, say, the hat flavor of Hee-
gaard Floer homology. Our main theorem in this vein is Theorem 1.16 below. In stating
it, we will use the following notation: given an inclusion i W M ,! N of two manifolds
and a homomorphism s W H2.N IZ/! Z, we write

sjM D s ı i� W H2.M IZ/! H2.N IZ/! Z

for the restriction of s to M .

Theorem 1.16. Let .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0. Then
there is a natural decomposition of the cobordism map (1.2) into a sum

I #.X; �/ D
X

sWH2.X IZ/!Z

I #.X; �I s/

2The analogue of Theorem 1.15 is known to hold in monopole Floer homology, but only by
appeal to the isomorphism between monopole Floer homology and Heegaard Floer homology.
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of maps of the form

I #.X; �I s/ W I #.Y0; �0I sjY0/! I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/

with the following properties:

(1) I #.X; �I s/ D 0 for all but finitely many s.

(2) If I #.X; �I s/ is nonzero, then s.h/C h � h � 0 .mod 2/ for all h 2 H2.X IZ/, and s
satisfies an adjunction inequality

js.Œ†�/j C Œ†� � Œ†� � 2g.†/ � 2

for every smoothly embedded, connected, orientable surface†�X of genus at least 1
and positive self-intersection.

(3) If .X; �/ is a composition of two cobordisms

.Y0; �0/
.X01;�01/
������! .Y1; �1/

.X12;�12/
������! .Y2; �2/

where b1.X01/ D b1.X12/ D 0, then we have a composition law

I #.X12; �12I s12/ ı I
#.X01; �01I s01/ D

X
sWH2.X IZ/!Z
sjX01Ds01
sjX12Ds12

I #.X; �I s/

for all s01 W H2.X01IZ/! Z and s12 W H2.X12IZ/! Z.

(4) If QX D X # CP
2

denotes the blow-up of X , with e the exceptional sphere and E its
Poincaré dual, then

I #. QX; �I s C kE/ D

´
1
2
I #.X; �I s/; k D ˙1;

0; k ¤ ˙1;

and similarly

I #. QX; � C eI s C kE/ D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
1
2
I #.X; �I s/; k D �1;

�
1
2
I #.X; �I s/; k D C1;

0; k ¤ ˙1;

for all s W H2.X IZ/! Z and all k 2 Z.

(5) I #.X; � C ˛I s/ D .�1/
1
2 .s.˛/C˛�˛/C��˛I #.X; �I s/ for all ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/.

We remark that property (5) requires ˛ to be a class in H2.X/ rather than in
H2.X; @X/, so that � C ˛ still restricts to Y0 and to Y1 as �0 and �1 respectively and
hence I #.X; � C ˛/ is still a map of the form I #.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/.

The key to our proof of this theorem is a cobordism analogue of Kronheimer and
Mrowka’s structure theorem [29] for the Donaldson invariants of closed 4-manifolds.
Briefly, one can extend the cobordism map (1.2) to maps

DX;� W I
#.Y0; �0/˝A.X/! I #.Y1; �1/;
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where A.X/ is the graded algebra

A.X/ D Sym.H0.X IR/˚H2.X IR//;

such that
I #.X; �/ D DX;�.�˝ 1/:

Letting x D Œpt� in H0.X IZ/, one defines a formal power series

D�
X .h/ D DX;�

�
�˝

�
eh C 1

2
xeh

��
for each h 2 H2.X IR/, following [29], and we prove that this series can be expressed as
a finite sum

eQX .h/=2
rX

jD1

aj e
Kj .h/;

where the Kj are basic classes, which we think of as homomorphisms H2.X IZ/! Z.
This has exactly the same form as Kronheimer and Mrowka’s original structure theorem,
except that the coefficients are now homomorphisms

aj W I
#.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/

instead of rational numbers. Up to scaling, we define I #.X; �IKj / to be the map aj .
To prove this structure theorem for cobordisms, we adapt Muñoz’s [42] alternative

proof of Kronheimer and Mrowka’s structure theorem for closed 4-manifolds. The proofs
of that theorem in both [29] and [42] require that the 4-manifold contains a surface of pos-
itive self-intersection. The cobordism analogue in the case bC2 .X/ D 0 therefore requires
a new argument (see §5.4).

1.3. On the proof of Theorem 1.15

We provide below a detailed sketch of the proof of our main Floer-theoretic result, Theo-
rem 1.15.

Our proof that instanton L-space knots are fibered has two main components. The first
is the result that the framed instanton homology of 0-surgery on a knot detects fiberedness.
For this, suppose † is a genus-minimizing Seifert surface for a nontrivial knot K � S3

with meridian �. Let O† denote the capped-off surface in S30 .K/, and let

si W H2.S
3
0 .K//! 2Z

be the homomorphism defined by si .Œ O†�/ D 2i , for each i 2 Z. We prove the follow-
ing, largely using a combination of arguments due to Kronheimer and Mrowka [33] and
Ni [45]; this result may be of independent interest.

Theorem 1.17. If K � S3 is a nontrivial knot as above, then

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg.K/�1/ � 1;

with equality iff K is fibered.
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The second component, which is conceptually novel, uses only the surgery exact
triangle and formal properties of the decomposition of cobordism maps given by The-
orem 1.16, as follows. For each k � 0, there is a surgery exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.Xk ;�k/
�������! I #.S3k .K//

I #.WkC1;!kC1/
�����������! I #.S3kC1.K//! � � � ;

where we use I #.S30 .K/; �/ instead of I #.S30 .K// when k D 0. Here, Xk is the trace of
k-surgery on K, and WkC1 is the trace of �1-surgery on a meridian of K in S3

k
.K/, so

that
Xk [S3

k
.K/ WkC1 Š XkC1 # CP

2
: (1.3)

We apply (1.3) inductively, using the blow-up formula and adjunction inequality in The-
orem 1.16, to eventually prove (Lemma 7.5) that, for any n > 0, the kernel of the compo-
sition

I #.S30 .K/; �/
I #.W1;!1/
�������! I #.S31 .K//

I #.W2;!2/
�������! � � �

I #.Wn;!n/
�������! I #.S3n .K// (1.4)

lies in the subspace of I #.S30 .K/; �/ spanned by the elements

yi D I
#.X0; �0I t0;i /.1/ 2 I #.S30 .K/;�I si / for i D 1� g.K/;2� g.K/; : : : ; g.K/� 1;

where each homomorphism
t0;i W H2.X0/! Z

is defined by t0;i .Œ O†�/ D 2i , and 1 generates I #.S3/ Š C. Noting that the composition
(1.4) preserves the Z=2Z-grading, it follows that if S3n .K/ is an instanton L-space then

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg.K/�1/ D 1; (1.5)

which then implies that K is fibered by Theorem 1.17. Indeed, if (1.5) does not hold,
then the group I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I sg.K/�1/ contains an element which is not a multi-

ple of yg.K/�1, which is thus sent by the composition (1.4) to a nonzero element of
I #

odd.S
3
n .K// D 0 (see Remark 1.14), a contradiction. The same reasoning shows that

yg.K/�1 ¤ 0 when K is an instanton L-space knot.
For strong quasipositivity, supposeK is an instanton L-space knot. SinceK is fibered,

it supports some contact structure �K on S3. Then K is strongly quasipositive iff �K is
tight [1, 26]. To prove that this contact structure is tight, we first recall from above that
yg.K/�1 ¤ 0. By duality, this implies that the map

I #
even.�S

3
0 .K/; �I s1�g.K// Š C ! I #.�S3/ (1.6)

induced by turning X0 upside down has nonzero image. The image of the analogous map
in Heegaard Floer homology defines the Heegaard Floer contact invariant c.�K/ [50], and
c.�K/ ¤ 0 implies that �K is tight. Unfortunately, we cannot prove that the nontriviality
of (1.6) implies the tightness of �K in general (the Heegaard Floer proof ultimately uses
the description of c.�K/ in terms of the knot Floer filtration for K, for which there is no
analogue in the instanton setting).
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Our solution involves cabling. Namely, for coprime integers p and q with q � 2 and

p=q > 2g.K/ � 1;

a simple argument shows that the .p; q/-cable Kp;q is also an instanton L-space knot,
which implies as above that the map

I #.�S30 .Kp;q/; �I s1�g.Kp;q//! I #.�S3/

is nonzero. Using the fact that such cables can be deplumbed, we show that the nontriv-
iality of this map implies that a slight variant of the contact class we defined in [3] is
nonzero for the contact structure �K1;q corresponding to the cable K1;q . We ultimately
deduce from this that �K1;q is tight (we only work this out concretely in the case q D 2,
which suffices for our application). Noting that �K Š �K1;q for any positive q, we conclude
that �K is tight as well.

Finally, our characterization of the L-space surgery slopes has two parts. First, we
proved in [4, Theorem 4.20] that if the set of positive instanton L-space slopes for a
nontrivial knot K is nonempty, then it has the form

ŒN;1/ \Q

for some positive integer N , and we show in Proposition 7.11 that

N � 2g.K/ � 1: (1.7)

To prove that this inequality is actually an equality, we then employ an observation due
to Lidman, Pinzón-Caicedo, and Scaduto [37]. They use the Z=2Z-grading of our contact
invariant [3] together with our main technical result in [4] to prove, under the assumptions
that K is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot with maximal self-linking number

sl.K/ D 2g.K/ � 1; (1.8)

that
N � 2g.K/ � 1 (1.9)

(this argument is actually a relatively easy part of their more general work in [37]; we will
therefore explain it in full in §8.3). Our proof that instanton L-space knots are strongly
quasipositive is independent of their work; therefore, since strongly quasipositive knots
satisfy (1.8), the bounds (1.7) and (1.9) and hence the equality N D 2g.K/ � 1 hold for
all nontrivial instanton L-space knots, as desired.

Remark 1.18. Some of the arguments in our proof of Theorem 1.15 invoke the Giroux
correspondence [23] between contact structures and open books. This correspondence is
generally accepted to be true, but since a complete proof has yet to appear in the literature,
we have chosen to indicate below which of our results depend on it.
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We use the Giroux correspondence to prove the strong quasipositivity claim in Theo-
rem 1.15 (and therefore in Theorems 1.5 and 1.10 as well), which is then used to prove
the claim in Theorem 1.15 that positive instanton L-space slopes r satisfy the bound

r � 2g.K/ � 1:

This bound is required for the 3- and 4-surgery cases of Theorem 1.8, and in Theorem 1.11
to prove that QAK.M; L/ detects any of the claimed torus knots other than the trefoils,
which are handled separately by Theorem 10.14. We remark that Theorem 7.8 and Propo-
sition 7.12 do not rely on this correspondence. These assert that an instanton L-space knot
is fibered with genus equal to its smooth slice genus; and that if S31 .K/ or S32 .K/ is an
instanton L-space, then K is either the unknot or the right-handed trefoil.

1.4. Organization

We provide some background on instanton Floer homology in §2. The material in §3 and
§4 is devoted to proving the fiberedness detection result, Theorem 1.17. In §5, we prove
the structure theorem for cobordism maps on framed instanton homology, which we then
use in §6 for our decomposition result, Theorem 1.16. In §7, we prove that instanton L-
space knots are fibered with Seifert genus equal to smooth slice genus (Theorem 7.8).
We prove in §8 that instanton L-space knots are strongly quasipositive (Theorem 8.1)
and complete the characterization of instanton L-space surgery slopes (Theorem 8.2),
finishing the proof of Theorem 1.15. We conclude with several applications of Theo-
rem 1.15. We have already shown that this theorem implies Theorems 1.5 and 1.10. In §9,
we investigate SU.2/-abelian surgeries with small surgery slope, and prove Theorem 1.8.
We study the A-polynomials of torus knots in §10, and prove Theorem 1.11.

2. Background

In this section, we provide background on instanton Floer homology and establish some
notational conventions. Much of our discussion below is adapted from [33] and [54].

2.1. Conventions

All manifolds in this paper are smooth, oriented, and compact, and all submanifolds are
smoothly and properly embedded.

2.2. Instanton Floer homology

Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair, meaning that Y is a closed, connected 3-manifold, and
� � Y is a multicurve which intersects some surface in an odd number of points. We
associate to this pair

� a Hermitian line bundle w ! Y with c1.w/ Poincaré dual to �, and

� a U.2/ bundle E ! Y equipped with an isomorphism � W
V2

E ! w.
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The instanton Floer homology I�.Y /� is roughly the Morse homology, with C-coeffi-
cients, of the Chern–Simons functional on the space

B D C=G

of SO.3/-connections on ad.E/ modulo determinant-1 gauge transformations (the auto-
morphisms of E which respect � ), as in [10, §5.6]. This group has a relative Z=8Z-
grading, which reduces to a canonical Z=2Z-grading [10, 17].

Remark 2.1. Up to isomorphism, the group I�.Y /� depends only on Y and the homology
class Œ�� 2 H1.Y IZ=2Z/ of the multicurve �.

Each homology class h 2Hk.Y IR/ gives rise to a class �.h/ 2H 4�k.B/, and there-
fore to an endomorphism

�.h/ W I�.Y /� ! I�Ck�4.Y /�

of degree k � 4, as in [11]. These endomorphisms are additive in the sense that

�.h1 C h2/ D �.h1/C �.h2/

for h1; h2 2Hk.Y IR/, and endomorphisms associated to even-dimensional classes com-
mute. This implies that for any collection of even-dimensional classes, I�.Y /� is the
direct sum of the simultaneous generalized eigenspaces of the associated operators.

Remark 2.2. Going forward, we will often blur the distinction between closed submani-
folds of Y and the homology classes they represent, and we will use eigenspace to mean
generalized eigenspace unless stated otherwise.

After choosing an absolute lift of the relative Z=8Z-grading on I�.Y /�, we can write
an element of this group as

v D .v0; v1; v2; v3; v4; v5; v6; v7/;

where vi is in grading i 2 Z=8Z. Let

� W I�.Y /� ! I�.Y /�

be the map defined for v as above by

�.v/ D .v0; v1; iv2; iv3;�v4;�v5;�iv6;�iv7/: (2.1)

This map gives rise to isomorphisms between eigenspaces, as below.

Lemma 2.3. For any h2H2.Y IR/ andm;n2C, the map � defines an isomorphism from
the .m;n/-eigenspace of the operators�.h/;�.pt/ on I�.Y /� to the .im;�n/-eigenspace.

Proof. This follows easily from the fact that�.˛/ has degree�2 and�.pt/ degree�4.

Using work of Muñoz [41], Kronheimer and Mrowka [33, Corollary 7.2 & Proposi-
tion 7.5] prove the following.
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Theorem 2.4. Let .Y;�/ be an admissible pair, and supposeR�Y is a connected surface
of genus g > 0. Then the simultaneous eigenvalues of the operators �.R/ and �.pt/ on
I�.Y /� are contained in the set

¹.i r � 2k; .�1/r � 2/ W 0 � r � 3 and 0 � k � g � 1º:

This theorem implies that �.pt/2 � 4 acts nilpotently on I�.Y /�, but in some cases
we know that it is in fact the zero operator, per the following result of Frøyshov [17,
Theorem 9] (the result stated below uses the observation “N1 D N2 D 1” preceding the
cited theorem, which follows from [41]).

Theorem 2.5. If .Y; �/ is an admissible pair such that � intersects a surface of genus at
most 2 in an odd number of points, then �.pt/2 � 4 � 0 on I�.Y /�.

Theorem 2.4 motivates the definition below.

Definition 2.6. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair, and R � Y a disjoint union

R D R1 [ � � � [Rn;

where each Ri is a connected surface in Y of genus gi > 0. We define

I�.Y jR/� � I�.Y /�

to be the .2g1�2; : : : ; 2gn�2; 2/-eigenspace of the operators �.R1/; : : : ; �.Rn/; �.pt/.

Remark 2.7. Note that the Z=2Z-grading on I�.Y /� descends to a canonical Z=2Z-
grading on I�.Y jR/� since the operators �.Ri / and �.pt/ have even degree.

We extend this definition to disconnected manifolds via tensor product (we will
implicitly use this more general definition in the statement of Theorem 2.12).

Remark 2.8. For any connected surface† � Y of genus g > 0, the eigenvalues of �.†/
acting on I�.Y jR/� are contained in the set of even integers

¹2 � 2g; 4 � 2g; : : : ; 2g � 2º;

by Theorem 2.4 and the fact that I�.Y jR/� is contained in the 2-eigenspace of �.pt/.
We will therefore refer to the .2g � 2/-eigenspace of �.†/ as the top eigenspace of this
operator.

Example 2.9. It follows from [41] that

I�.S
1
�R jR/ Š C

for R a connected surface of positive genus, and  D S1 � ¹ptº.

We will make extensive use of the following nontriviality result due to Kronheimer
and Mrowka [33, Theorem 7.21].

Theorem 2.10. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair with Y irreducible, and suppose R � Y
is a connected surface which minimizes genus in its homology class and � �R is odd. Then
I�.Y jR/� is nonzero.
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2.3. Cobordism maps

Suppose .Y0; �0/ and .Y1; �1/ are admissible pairs, and let .X; �/ be a cobordism from
the first pair to the second. We associate to this cobordism:

� a Hermitian line bundle w ! X with c1.w/ Poincaré dual to �, and

� a U.2/ bundle E ! X equipped with an isomorphism � W
V2

E ! w

which restrict to the bundle data associated to the admissible pairs at either end. One then
defines a map

I�.X/� W I�.Y0/�0 ! I�.Y1/�1

in the standard way: given generators ai 2 I�.Yi /�i ; one considers an associated config-
uration space

B.X;E; a0; a1/

of SU.2/-connections on E modulo determinant-1 gauge transformations, and defines
the coefficient

hI�.X/�.a0/; a1i

to be a count of projectively anti-self-dual instantons in a 0-dimensional moduli space

M0.X;E; a0; a1/ � B.X;E; a0; a1/:

The map I�.X/� is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, and shifts this grad-
ing by the amount below, according to [54, §4.6] following [34, §4.5]:

deg.I�.X/�/ D �32 .�.X/C �.X//C
1
2
.b1.Y1/ � b1.Y0// .mod 2/: (2.2)

More generally, one can define a map

‰X;� W I�.Y0/�0 ˝A.X/! I�.Y1/�1 ;

where
A.X/ D Sym�.H0.X IR/˚H2.X IR//˝ƒ�H1.X IR/

is a graded algebra in which Hk.X IR/ has grading 4 � k. Namely, a monomial z D
c1 : : : ck 2 A.X/ of degree d gives rise to a class

�.c1/ [ � � � [ �.ck/ 2 H
d .B.X;E; a0; a1//;

following [11], and the coefficient h‰X;�.a0˝ z/; a1i is the sum of the evaluations of this
class on the d -dimensional components of Md .X;E; a0; a1/. In particular,

I�.X/� D ‰X;�.�˝ 1/:

Remark 2.11. After choosing a homology orientation, as in [35, §3.8], the maps ‰X;�
depend only on X and the homology class Œ�� 2 H2.X; @X IZ/. Up to sign they only
depend on the mod 2 class of Œ��, as we will see in Remark 6.2.
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The map‰X;� interacts nicely with the actions ofH�.Yi IR/ on I�.Yi /�i described in
§2.2. Namely, given hi 2 H�.Yi IR/ for i D 0; 1, we have the relations

‰X;�.�.h0/a˝ z/ D ‰X;�.a˝ h0z/; (2.3)

�.h1/‰X;�.a˝ z/ D ‰X;�.a˝ h1z/: (2.4)

Therefore, if h0 and h1 are homologous in X , we have

‰X;�.�.h0/�˝�/ D �.h1/‰X;�.�˝�/:

In particular, the cobordism map I�.X/� intertwines the actions of �.h0/ and �.h1/ in
this case, and therefore respects the corresponding eigenspace decompositions. It follows
that if R0 � Y0 and R1 � Y1 are surfaces of the same positive genus which are homolo-
gous in X then I�.X/� restricts to a map

I�.X/� W I�.Y0jR0/�0 ! I�.Y1jR1/�1 :

2.4. The excision theorem

Let Y be a closed 3-manifold,†1 [†2 � Y a disjoint union of connected surfaces of the
same positive genus, and � a multicurve in Y which intersects each of †1 and †2 in the
same odd number of points with the same sign,

#.� \†1/ D j� �†1j D j� �†2j D #.� \†2/;

according to the following two cases:

� if Y is connected, we require that †1 is not homologous to †2;

� if Y has two components, we require that one †i is contained in each component.

Let ' W †1 ! †2 be an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism such that

'.� \†1/ D '.� \†2/:

Let Y 0 be the manifold with four boundary components,

@Y 0 D †1 [ �†1 [†2 [ �†2;

obtained from Y by cutting along †1 [ †2. Let QY be the closed 3-manifold obtained
from Y 0 by gluing †1 to �†2 and †2 to �†1 using the diffeomorphism h, and let
Q� denote the corresponding multicurve in QY obtained from �. Denote by Q†i the image
of †i in QY .

Kronheimer and Mrowka [33, Theorem 7.7] prove the following excision theorem,
stated in terms of the notation above; this theorem generalizes work of Floer [7, 16] in
which the surfaces †i are assumed to be tori.
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Theorem 2.12. There is an isomorphism

I�.Y j†1 [†2/�
Š
�! I�. QY j Q†1 [ Q†2/Q�;

which is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, and which, for any submanifold
R � Y disjoint from †1 [†2, intertwines the actions of �.R/ on either side.

Remark 2.13. The fact that the isomorphism in Theorem 2.12 is homogeneous with
respect to the Z=2Z-grading comes from the fact that it is induced by a cobordism, and
such maps are homogeneous, as in (2.2).

The following is a consequence of Theorem 2.12 together with Example 2.9, proved
exactly as in [33, Lemma 4.7].

Theorem 2.14. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair such that Y fibers over the circle with
fiber a connected surface R of positive genus with � �R D 1. Then I�.Y jR/� Š C:

We will prove a converse to this theorem in Section 3, modulo a technical assumption.

2.5. Framed instanton homology

In this section, we review the construction of framed instanton homology, which was
defined by Kronheimer and Mrowka [35] and developed further by Scaduto [54]; it pro-
vides a way of assigning an instanton Floer group to a pair .Y;�/without the admissibility
assumption (which requires, e.g., that b1.Y / > 0).

Let us fix once and for all

� a basepoint yT in T 3 D T 2 � S1, and

� a curve �T D ¹ptº � S1 disjoint from this basepoint.

Now suppose .Y; �/ is a pair consisting of a closed, connected 3-manifold Y and a multi-
curve � � Y . Choose a basepoint y 2 Y disjoint from �, and define

�#
WD � [ �T

in Y # T 3, where the connected sum is performed at the basepoints y and yT . Then
.Y # T 3; �#/ is an admissible pair, which enables us to make the following definition.

Definition 2.15. The framed instanton homology of .Y; �/ is the group

I #.Y; �/ WD I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�# ;

where T 2 refers to any T 2 � ¹ptº � T 3 disjoint from yT .

Remark 2.16. We will frequently write I #.Y / for I #.Y; �/ when Œ�� D 0 in
H1.Y I Z=2Z/, and will generally conflate � with its mod 2 homology class, given
Remark 2.1.
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Remark 2.17. Theorem 2.5 implies that the operator

�.pt/ W I�.Y # T 3/�# ! I�.Y # T 3/�#

satisfies �.pt/2 � 4 � 0. In particular, the framed instanton homology

I #.Y; �/ � I�.Y # T 3/�#

is the honest (i.e. not generalized) 2-eigenspace of �.pt/. Since this operator has
degree �4, the relative Z=8Z-grading on I�.Y # T 3/�# descends to a relative Z=4Z-
grading on I #.Y; �/.

As in Remark 2.7, the framed instanton homology I #.Y; �/ has a canonical Z=2Z-
grading,

I #.Y; �/ D I #
odd.Y; �/˚ I

#
even.Y; �/;

and Scaduto [54, Corollary 1.4] proves the following.

Proposition 2.18. The Euler characteristic of I #.Y; �/ is given by

�.I #.Y; �// D

´
jH1.Y IZ/j; b1.Y / D 0;

0; b1.Y / > 0:

This motivates the following definition, as in the introduction.

Definition 2.19. A rational homology 3-sphere Y is an instanton L-space if

dim I #.Y / D jH1.Y IZ/j;

or equivalently
I #

odd.Y / D 0:

A knot K � S3 is an instanton L-space knot if S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space for some
rational number r > 0.

Remark 2.20. As mentioned in the introduction, we proved in [4, Theorem 4.20] that if
the set of positive instanton L-space slopes for a nontrivial knot K is nonempty, then it
has the form ŒN;1/ \Q for some positive integer N:

Cobordisms induce maps on framed instanton homology as well. Namely, suppose

.X; �; / W .Y0; �0; y0/! .Y1; �1; y1/

is a cobordism where  �X is an arc from y0 to y1. Following [54, §7.1], given framings
of y0 and y1 and a compatible framing of  , we form a new cobordism

X#
WD X ‰ .T 3 � Œ0; 1�/ W Y0 # T 3 ! Y1 # T 3

by removing tubular neighborhoods of  and yT � Œ0; 1� from X and T 3 � Œ0; 1� respec-
tively, and gluing what remains along the resulting S2 � Œ0; 1�. We then define the map

I #.X; �/ W I #.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/
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by
I #.X; �/.a/ WD I�.X

#/�#.a/:

Scaduto [54, Proposition 7.1] proves that the grading shift of this map agrees with that in
(2.2), as below.

Proposition 2.21. The map I #.X; �/ shifts the Z=2Z-grading by

deg.I #.X; �// D �3
2
.�.X/C �.X//C 1

2
.b1.Y1/ � b1.Y0// .mod 2/:

In particular, this map is homogeneous.

Note that there is a natural inclusion

H2.X IR/ ,! H2.X
#
IR/:

Indeed, any class in H2.X IR/ can be represented by a multiple of some surface which
avoids the path  ; and if such a surface bounds a 3-chain which intersects  transversely
in finitely many points, then it also bounds a 3-chain in X# obtained from the former
by replacing the 3-balls normal to each intersection point with  with the corresponding
punctured T 3 in T 3 � Œ0; 1�. Thus, we have an inclusion

A.X/ ,! A.X#/;

which enables us to extend the cobordism map I #.X; �/ to a map

DX;� W I
#.Y0; �0/˝A.X/! I #.Y1; �1/

defined by
DX;�.a˝ z/ WD ‰X#;�#.a˝ z/:

In particular,
I #.X; �/ D DX;�.�˝ 1/:

We note below that these cobordism maps automatically satisfy an analogue of the simple
type condition on the Donaldson invariants of closed 4-manifolds. The proof of this lemma
is a straightforward application of the relation (2.3) together with the fact that �.pt/ acts
as multiplication by 2 on I #.Y0; �0/, as in Remark 2.17.

Lemma 2.22. For x D Œpt� 2 H0.X IR/ and any z 2 A.X/,

DX;�.�˝ x
2z/ D 4DX;�.�˝ z/

as maps from I #.Y0; �0/ to I #.Y1; �1/.

Remark 2.23. As indicated above, we will omit the path  (and the basepoints) from the
notation for these cobordism maps. In practice, we will only consider cobordisms built
from handle attachments, in which  is implicitly understood to be a product arc. We may
also omit � from the notation for I #.X; �/ or DX;� when Œ�� D 0 in H2.X; @X IZ=2Z/,
and will generally conflate � with its mod 2 homology class, given Remark 2.11.
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Given a pair .Y; �/ as above and a connected surface R � Y of positive genus, we
will use the notation I #.Y; � jR/ to refer to the .2g.R/ � 2/-eigenspace of �.R/ acting
on I #.Y; �/. In particular,

I #.Y; � jR/ D I�.Y # T 3 jR/�# : (2.5)

Moreover, given a cobordism

.X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/

and connected surfaces R0 � Y0 and R1 � Y1 of the same positive genus which are
homologous to a surface R � X , we will denote by

I #.X; � jR/ W I #.Y0; �0 jR0/! I #.Y1; �1 jR1/

the map induced by I #.X; �/, restricted to the top eigenspaces of �.R0/ and �.R1/ (the
induced map respects these eigenspaces, as discussed at the end of §2.3).

2.6. The eigenspace decomposition

Following [33, Corollary 7.6], one can define a decomposition of framed instanton homol-
ogy which bears some resemblance to the Spinc decompositions of monopole and Hee-
gaard Floer homology, as below.

Definition 2.24. Given a homomorphism s W H2.Y IZ/! 2Z, let

I #.Y; �I s/ D
\

h2H2.Y IZ/

�[
n�1

ker.�.h/ � s.h//n
�

be the simultaneous s.h/-eigenspace of the operators �.h/ on I #.Y; �/, over all h in
H2.Y IZ/.

Theorem 2.25. There is a direct sum decomposition

I #.Y; �/ D
M

sWH2.Y IZ/!2Z

I #.Y; �I s/:

If I #.Y; �I s/ is nonzero, then

js.Œ†�/j � 2g.†/ � 2

for every connected surface † � Y of positive genus. Thus, only finitely many summands
are nonzero. Finally, there is an isomorphism

I #.Y; �I s/ Š I #.Y; �I �s/

for each s, which preserves the Z=2Z-grading.
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Proof. Remark 2.8 says that for any connected surface † � Y of positive genus, the
eigenvalues of the operator �.†/ acting on

I #.Y; �/ WD I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�#

are contained in the set of even integers between 2� 2g.†/ and 2g.†/� 2, which imme-
diately implies the second claim of the theorem. The direct sum decomposition then
follows from the fact that the operators �.h/ commute, and have even eigenvalues since
each h can be represented by a connected surface of positive genus. For the last claim, let

� W I�.Y # T 3/�# ! I�.Y # T 3/�#

be the map defined in (2.1). Lemma 2.3 implies that for every

s W H2.Y IZ/! 2Z;

the square �2 defines an isomorphism from the .s.h/; 2/-eigenspace of �.h/;�.pt/ acting
on I�.Y # T 3/�# to the .�s.h/; 2/-eigenspace; that is, an isomorphism

I #.Y; �I s/! I #.Y; �I �s/:

It is immediate from the definition of � that this map preserves the Z=2Z-grading.

In §6, we extend the eigenspace decomposition in Theorem 2.25 to cobordism maps.

2.7. The surgery exact triangle

The following theorem is originally due to Floer [7, 16], though the formulation below is
taken from [54, Theorem 2.1].

Theorem 2.26. Let Y be a closed, connected 3-manifold, �� Y a multicurve, andK � Y
a framed knot with meridian � � Y XN.K/. Then there is an exact triangle

� � � ! I�.Y /� ! I�.Y0.K//�[� ! I�.Y1.K//� ! I�.Y /� ! � � �

whenever .Y; �/, .Y0.K/; � [ �/, and .Y1.K/; �/ are all admissible pairs. Moreover, the
maps in this triangle are induced by the corresponding 2-handle cobordisms.

This implies the following surgery exact triangle for framed instanton homology, with-
out any admissibility hypotheses, as in [54, §7.5].

Theorem 2.27. Let Y be a closed, connected 3-manifold, �� Y a multicurve, andK � Y
a framed knot with meridian � � Y XN.K/. Then there is an exact triangle

� � � ! I #.Y; �/! I #.Y0.K/; � [ �/! I #.Y1.K/; �/! I #.Y; �/! � � � ;

in which the maps are induced by the corresponding 2-handle cobordisms.
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Note that if Y is a homology sphere, and K has framing n relative to its Seifert fram-
ing, then by taking

� D

´
0; n odd;

�; n even;

we ensure that the curves � and � [ � appearing in Theorem 2.27 (and Theorem 2.26)
are zero in homology over Z=2Z. In the case of Y D S3, for instance, this choice of �
therefore yields an exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/! I #.S3n .K//! I #.S3nC1.K//! � � � : (2.6)

2.8. The connected sum theorem

We will make use of the following version of Fukaya’s connected sum theorem [19], as
applied by Scaduto [54].

Theorem 2.28. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair. Then there is an isomorphism of rela-
tively Z=4Z-graded C-modules,

I #.Y; �/ Š ker.�.pt/2 � 4/˝H�.S3IC/;

where �.pt/2 � 4 above is viewed as acting on four consecutive gradings of I�.Y /�.

In light of Theorem 2.5, this implies the following, as in [54, §9.8].

Corollary 2.29. Let .Y;�/ be an admissible pair such that � intersects a surface of genus
at most 2 in an odd number of points. Then

I #.Y; �/˝H�.S
4
IC/ Š I�.Y /� ˝H�.S

3
IC/

as relatively Z=4Z-graded C-modules.

3. Instanton homology and fibered manifolds

In this section, we prove a converse to Theorem 2.14—namely, that if I�.Y jR/� Š C,
then Y is fibered with fiber R—modulo a technical assumption which suffices for our
applications. We will use this converse, Theorem 3.2, to show that instanton Floer homol-
ogy of 0-surgery on a knot detects whether the knot is fibered, as in Theorem 3.7 below,
and likewise for framed instanton homology, as in Theorem 1.17, proved in §4. The latter
will then be used in our proof that instanton L-space knots are fibered, as outlined in the
introduction.

The statement of Theorem 3.2 requires the following definition.

Definition 3.1. A compact 3-manifoldM with boundary†C t†� is a homology product
if both of the maps

.i˙/� W H�.†˙IZ/! H�.M IZ/

induced by inclusion are isomorphisms.
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Theorem 3.2. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair with Y irreducible, and R � Y a con-
nected surface of positive genus with � � R D 1. If Y X N.R/ is a homology product
and

I�.Y jR/� Š C;

then Y is fibered over the circle with fiber R.

Remark 3.3. We would like to prove Theorem 3.2 without the homology product
assumption. Indeed, the corresponding results in monopole and Heegaard Floer homol-
ogy are stated without it because one can show in those cases that rank 1 automatically
implies this assumption. The key input there is the fact that the Turaev torsion of Y is
generally equal to the Euler characteristic of monopole and Heegaard Floer homology,
but no such results are known for instanton homology.

We will reduce Theorem 3.2 to the special case in Proposition 3.5 by a standard argu-
ment, exactly as in [33, 44, 45, 47]. Before stating the proposition, another definition:

Definition 3.4. A homology product M with boundary †C t †� is vertically prime if
every closed, connected surface in M in the same homology class and with the same
genus as †C is isotopic to either †C or †�.

Proposition 3.5. Theorem 3.2 holds under the additional assumption thatM DY XN.R/
is vertically prime.

Proof. Our proof is a straightforward combination of the proof of [33, Theorem 7.18],
which asserts that sutured instanton homology detects products, with the work in [45],
which uses the analogous result for sutured monopole homology plus arguments from
[44, 46] to conclude that monopole Floer homology detects fibered 3-manifolds. In par-
ticular, we follow Ni’s argument and terminology from [45] nearly to the letter.

Let E � H1.M/ be the subgroup spanned by the homology classes of product annuli
in M , whose boundary we write as RC t R�. Following Ni, we will first show that
E D H1.M/. Suppose that E ¤ H1.M/. Then there exist essential simple closed curves

!� � R� and !C � RC

which are homologous inM and satisfy Œ!˙� 62 E . In this case, Ni fixes an arc � from R�
to RC, and constructs for any sufficiently large m connected surfaces S1; S2 �M with

@S1 D !� � !C and � � S1 D m;

@S2 D !C � !� and � � S2 D m;

such that decomposing M (viewed as a sutured manifold with an empty suture) along
either S1 or S2 produces a taut sutured manifold [44, 45]. Now choose a diffeomorphism

h W RC ! R�

such that Z DM=h is a homology R � S1, h.!C/ D !�, and

h.RC \ �/ D h.R� \ �/;
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so that � extends to a closed curve N� � Z. As in the proof of [33, Theorem 7.18], we can
arrange that the closed surfaces NR D RC=h, NS1 D S1=h, and NS2 D S2=h in Z satisfy

Œ NS1� D mŒ NR�C Œ NS0�; (3.1)

Œ NS2� D mŒ NR� � Œ NS0�; (3.2)

�. NS1/ D �. NS2/ D m�. NR/C �. NS0/; (3.3)

for some closed surface NS0 � Z with N� � NS0 D 0 and

2g. NS0/ � 2 > 0

which minimizes genus in its homology class ( NS0 D S0=h for some connected surface
S0 �M which provides a homology between !C and !� and satisfies � � S0 D 0; S0 is
not an annulus since Œ!˙� 62 E).

Following the proof of [33, Theorem 7.18], we let Ti � Z be the closed, connected
surface obtained by smoothing out the circle of intersection NR \ NSi for i D 1; 2. Then

2g.Ti / � 2 D .2g. NR/ � 2/C .2g. NSi / � 2/:

Moreover, Ti is genus-minimizing in its homology class since decomposing Z along Ti
yields the same taut sutured manifold as decomposing M along Si (a decomposing sur-
face must be genus-minimizing if the resulting decomposition is taut). Let us suppose m
is even so that N� � Ti is odd. Then Theorem 2.10 implies that I�.ZjTi / N� ¤ 0 for each i .
Let xi be a nonzero element of I�.ZjTi / N� for i D 1; 2. Since this element lies in the
.2g.Ti / � 2/-eigenspace of

�.Ti / D �. NR/C �. NSi /;

and the eigenvalues of �. NR/ and �. NSi / are at most 2g. NR/ � 2 and 2g. NSi / � 2, it follows
that xi lies in these top eigenspaces of �. NR/ and �. NSi / as well. Thus, we have nonzero
elements x1; x2 2 I�.Zj NR/ N� such that xi lies in the .2g. NSi /� 2/-eigenspace of �. NSi /. It
then follows from the identities (3.1)–(3.3) that x1 and x2 also lie in the top eigenspaces of
�. NS0/ and ��. NS0/, respectively. But these eigenspaces are disjoint since 2g. NS0/� 2 > 0.
Therefore,

dim I�.Zj NR/ N� � 2:

On the other hand, we have

I�.Zj NR/ N� Š I�.Y jR/� Š C

by Theorem 2.12, a contradiction. We conclude that E D H1.M/ after all.
In the terminology of [45, Corollary 6], the fact that E DH1.M/ implies that the map

i� W H1.…/! H1.M/

is surjective, where .…; ‰/ is the characteristic product pair for .M; @M/. According
to Ni, we can therefore find an embedded G � Œ�1; 1� inside M , where G � RC is a
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genus-1 surface with boundary obtained as the tubular neighborhood of two curves in RC
intersecting in a single point. Let

M 0 DM X .int.G/ � Œ�1; 1�/ and  0 D @G � ¹0º � @M 0:

Then .M 0;  0/ is a sutured manifold and a homology product. By definition, its sutured
instanton homology is given by

SHI.M 0;  0/ WD I�.Y jR/� Š C:

.M 0;  0/ is taut since this module is nonzero, so [33, Theorem 7.18] asserts that .M 0;  0/
is a product sutured manifold. In particular, M Š R � Œ�1; 1�, which implies that Y is
fibered with fiber R.

As in [45], Theorem 3.2 follows easily from Proposition 3.5 and excision.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. Take a max-
imal collection R D R0; R1; : : : ; Rn�1 of disjoint, pairwise nonisotopic closed surfaces
in Y which have the same genus as R and are homologous to R. Let us write

Y X .N.R0/ tN.R1/ t � � � tN.Rn�1// DM0 tM1 t � � � tMn�1;

in which we have ordered the Ri so that @Mi D Ri t RiC1, interpreting the subscripts
mod n. For each i , form a closed manifold Yi and curve �i � Yi from Mi by taking a
diffeomorphism Ri ! RiC1 which identifies � \ Ri with � \ RiC1, and using this map
to glue Ri to RiC1. By repeated application of Theorem 2.12, we have that

I�.Y jR/� Š I�.Y0jR0/�0 ˝ � � � ˝ I�.Yn�1jRn�1/�n�1 :

Then I�.Y jR/� Š C implies that I�.Yi jRi /�i Š C for all i . Moreover, the fact that
Y XN.R/ is a homology product implies that each Mi Š Yi XN.Ri / is as well, by [47,
Lemma 4.2]. Finally, eachMi is vertically prime since the collection ¹Riº is maximal, so
Proposition 3.5 says that Mi Š Ri � Œ�1; 1� for all i . It follows that Y is fibered over S1

with fiber R, as desired.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 3.7.
Suppose K is a nontrivial knot in S3, and let O† � S30 .K/ be the closed surface of

genus gD g.K/ formed by capping off a genus-g Seifert surface† forK with a disk. Let
� � S30 .K/ be the image of the meridian of K in the surgered manifold, with � � O† D 1.
Let

I�.S
3
0 .K/;

O†; j /� � I�.S
3
0 .K//� for j D 1 � g; 2 � g; : : : ; g � 1

denote the .2j; 2/-eigenspace of the operators �. O†/; �.pt/ (these eigenspaces are trivial
for jj j � g by Theorem 2.4). Since the Z=2Z-grading on I�.S30 .K//� is fixed by �. O†/
and�.pt/, each I�.S30 .K/; O†;j /� inherits this grading and hence has a well-defined Euler
characteristic. Lim [38, Corollary 1.2] proved the following, which says that these Euler
characteristics are determined by the Alexander polynomial of K.
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Theorem 3.6. Let �K.t/ be the Alexander polynomial of K, normalized so that

�K.t/ D �K.t
�1/ and �K.1/ D 1:

Then
�K.t/ � 1

t � 2C t�1
D

g�1X
jD1�g

�.I�.S
3
0 .K/;

O†; j /�/t
j :

We will use Lim’s result in combination with Theorem 3.2 to prove the following
fiberedness detection theorem, stated in terms of the notation above.

Theorem 3.7. The C-module I�.S30 .K/ j O†/� is always nontrivial, and

I�.S
3
0 .K/ j

O†/� Š C iff K is fibered.

Proof. Gabai [21] proved that S30 .K/ is irreducible and that O†minimizes genus within its
homology class iff its genus is equal to the Seifert genus g D g.K/, so the nontriviality is
a consequence of Theorem 2.10. He also proved thatK is fibered with fiber† iff S30 .K/ is
fibered with fiber O†. We already know that if S30 .K/ is fibered then I�.S30 .K/ j O†/� ŠC,
by Theorem 2.14. Let us prove the converse.

Suppose I�.S30 .K/ j O†/� Š C. We claim that S30 .K/XN. O†/ is a homology product.
Indeed, the Euler characteristic

�.I�.S
3
0 .K/;

O†; g � 1/�/ D �.I�.S
3
0 .K/ j

O†/�/

is˙1, so Theorem 3.6 says that

�K.t/ D 1C .t � 2C t
�1/ � .˙tg�1 C � � � / D ˙tg C � � � ;

where the omitted terms have strictly lower degree. The Alexander polynomial �K.t/ is
therefore monic of degree g. This implies that S30 .K/ XN. O†/ is a homology product by
[22, Lemma 4.10]. We may then conclude from Theorem 3.2 that S30 .K/ is fibered with
fiber O†, and hence that K is fibered with fiber †.

4. Framed instanton homology and fibered knots

The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.17, which asserts that framed instan-
ton homology of 0-surgery on a nontrivial knot detects whether the knot is fibered. Note
that Theorem 1.17 follows immediately from Theorem 3.7 if we can prove that the rele-
vant C-modules in the two theorems have the same dimensions,

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg�1/ D dim I�.S

3
0 .K/ j

O†/�; (4.1)

where g D g.K/ D g. O†/. Recall from §1.3 that for each i 2 Z,

si W H2.S
3
0 .K//! 2Z
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is the homomorphism defined by si .Œ O†�/ D 2i: So, from §2.6, I #.S30 .K/; �I sg�1/ is, by
definition, the .2g � 2/-eigenspace of �. O†/ acting on

I #.S30 .K/; �/ WD I�.S
3
0 .K/ # T 3 jT 2/�# : (4.2)

Since the module in (4.2) is precisely the 2-eigenspace of �.pt/ acting on

I�.S
3
0 .K/ # T 3/�# ;

per Remark 2.17, the top eigenspace of �. O†/ acting on the module in (4.2) is the same as

I�.S
3
0 .K/ # T 3 j O†/�# ;

by Definition 2.6. In conclusion,

I #.S30 .K/; �I sg�1/ D I�.S
3
0 .K/ # T 3 j O†/�# : (4.3)

The equality in (4.1), which proves Theorem 1.17, will then follow if we can show that
there is an isomorphism

I�.S
3
0 .K/ # T 3 j O†/�# Š I�.S

3
0 .K/ j

O†/� ˝ .C0 ˚C1/ (4.4)

which is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, where Ci is a copy of C in
grading i ; indeed, (4.3) and (4.4) will imply that

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg�1/ D dim I #

even.S
3
0 .K/; �I sg�1/ D dim I�.S

3
0 .K/ j

O†/�:

Our focus below will therefore be on proving the isomorphism in (4.4), though we will
work in greater generality for most of this section.

Indeed, rather than considering .S30 .K/;�/ and O†, we let .Y;�/ be an arbitrary admis-
sible pair, and R � Y a connnected surface of positive genus with � � R odd. We note
exactly as above that

I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�# (4.5)

is the 2-eigenspace of �.pt/ acting on I�.Y # T 3/�# , which means that the top eigenspace
of �.R/ acting on the module in (4.5) is simply

I�.Y # T 3 jR/�# :

The first of our two main propositions is the following.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose .Y; �/ is an admissible pair, and R � Y is a connected surface
of positive genus with � �R D 1. Then there is an isomorphism

I�.Y # T 3 jR/�# Š I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ jR/�;

which is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, where the connected sum with
S1 � S2 is performed away from R and �.
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Proof. Recall from the definition of framed instanton homology in §2.5 that

�#
D � [ �T ;

where �T D ¹ptº � S1 is a curve dual to T 2 D T 2 � ¹ptº in T 3 D T 2 � S1. We can
interpret

I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�[�T

as a version of the sutured instanton homology SHI.Y X B3; S1/ defined in [33], albeit
one in which Y X B3 is equipped with the nontrivial bundle specified by �. Fixing a
surface R0 Š R, it thus follows exactly as in the proof of invariance of SHI in [33, §7.4]
that

I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�[�T Š I�.Y # .R0 � S1/ jR0/�[�R0 ; (4.6)

where �R0 D ¹ptº � S1 is a curve dual to R0 D R0 � ¹ptº in R0 � S1. The isomor-
phism (4.6) is obtained as a composition of excision isomorphisms along tori that are
disjoint from R. It therefore intertwines the actions of �.R/ on either side, as in Theo-
rem 2.12. In particular, this isomorphism identifies the 2j -eigenspace of �.R/ acting on
I�.Y # T 3 jT 2/�[�T with the 2j -eigenspace of �.R/ acting on

I�.Y # .R0 � S1/ jR0/�[�R0 :

In the case j D g.R/ � 1, this isomorphism becomes

I�.Y # T 3 jR/�[�T Š I�.Y # .R0 � S1/ jR [R0/�[�R0 : (4.7)

This isomorphism is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, as in Theorem 2.12.
To prove the proposition, we now apply excision once more. Namely, we cut Y #

.R0 � S1/ open along R and R0 � ¹ptº, and then glue the two resulting R components of
the boundary to the two R0 components via some identification R Š R0, as illustrated in
Figure 1. We can assume this identification is such that the multicurve � [ �T is cut and

S2 � Œ0; 1�!

R

R0

Y

R0 � S1

Ý

Y XN.R/

R0 � Œ0; 1�

Ý QR0
QR1

Fig. 1. Relating Y # .R0 � S1/ to Y # .S1 � S2/ by excision. The thin curves are meant to represent
� [ �R0 on the left, and � on the right.
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reglued to form � in the resulting manifold, which is Y # .S1 � S2/. By Theorem 2.12,
there is an isomorphism

I�.Y # .R0 � S1/ jR [R0/�[�R0 Š I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ j QR0 [ QR1/�; (4.8)

which is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading, in which QR0 and QR1 are the
images of R and R0. We may identify one of these two surfaces—say QR0—with R �
Y # .S1 � S2/: Furthermore, note that QR0 and QR1 cobound a region in Y # .S1 � S2/
with one of the 2-spheres in the connected sum neck. Adding a trivial handle to this
2-sphere, we obtain a torus T in Y # .S1 � S2/ such that

Œ QR1� � Œ QR0� D ŒT �

in homology. Since �.T / is nilpotent, a generalized .2g.R/ � 2/-eigenvector for QR0 is
also a generalized .2g.R/ � 2/-eigenvector for QR1, and vice versa. We therefore have

I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ j QR0 [ QR1/� Š I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ j QR0/� D I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ jR/�:
(4.9)

Combining (4.7)–(4.9) then completes the proof of the proposition.

Our second main proposition of this section is the following.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose .Y; �/ is an admissible pair, and R � Y is a connected surface
of positive genus with � � R odd. Then there is an isomorphism of Z=2Z-graded C-
modules

I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ jR/� Š I�.Y jR/� ˝ .C0 ˚C1/;

where each Ci is a copy of C in grading i .

Proof. We model our argument after the computation of I #.S1 � S2/ in [54, §7.6]. Let
U denote an unknot in Y . We apply Floer’s surgery exact triangle, Theorem 2.26, for
surgeries on U with framings1, 0, and 1 to get an exact triangle

� � � ! I�.Y /�
F
�! I�.Y # .S1 � S2//�

G
�! I�.Y /�

H
�! � � �

(where we take the � in that theorem to be the union of our � with the � in the theorem).
The maps F , G, and H are induced by 2-handle cobordisms where the 2-handles are
attached away from R, so these maps intertwine the actions of �.R/ on these modules.
The exact triangle above therefore restricts to an exact triangle

� � � ! I�.Y jR/�
F
�! I�.Y # .S1 � S2/ jR/�

G
�! I�.Y jR/�

H
�! � � � : (4.10)

Since F has odd degree while G has even degree, by formula (2.2), the proposition will
follow if we can show that H D 0.

The map H is induced by a cobordism .X; �/ W .Y; �/! .Y; �/ built by attaching a
.�1/-framed 2-handle to Y � Œ0; 1� along the unknot U � ¹1º. In other words,

X Š .Y � Œ0; 1�/ # CP
2
:
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Letting e 2 CP
2

denote the exceptional sphere, the pairing � � e was determined to be
odd in [54, §7.6]. But then the induced cobordism map H must be zero by a dimension-
counting argument, exactly as in [7, §4]. Namely, by neck-stretching along S3, we can
realize an instanton A on X by gluing instantons AY�Œ0;1� and A

CP
2 on either summand.

The former are irreducible and the latter have stabilizer at most S1, since the bundle spec-
ified by � is nontrivial on CP

2
; and the unique flat connection on S3 has 3-dimensional

stabilizer, so

ind.A/ D ind.AY�Œ0;1�/C ind.A
CP

2/C 3

� 0C .�1/C 3 D 2:

Thus, there are generically no index-0 instantons on X , which implies that H is zero.

Combining Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we have the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.3. Suppose .Y; �/ is an admissible pair, and R � Y is a connected surface
of positive genus with � �R D 1. Then there is an isomorphism of C-modules

I�.Y # T 3 jR/�# Š I�.Y jR/� ˝ .C0 ˚C1/;

which is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading.

Proof of Theorem 1.17. Applying Corollary 4.3 to the case in which Y D S30 .K/,RD O†,
and � D �, we obtain the isomorphism (4.4) from which Theorem 1.17 follows, as dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section.

With respect to the notation

I #.Y; � jR/ WD I�.Y # T 3 jR/�#

of (2.5), Corollary 4.3 together with Theorem 2.14 immediately implies the following.

Proposition 4.4. Let .Y; �/ be an admissible pair such that Y fibers over the circle with
fiber a connected surface R of positive genus with � �R D 1. Then

I #
even.Y; � jR/ Š I

#
odd.Y; � jR/ Š C:

5. A structure theorem for cobordism maps

Following [29], we let x D Œpt� in H0.X IZ/ and then define a formal power series by the
formula

D�
X .h/ D DX;�

�
�˝

�
eh C 1

2
xeh

��
for each h 2 H2.X IR/. Our goal over the next several subsections is to prove the follow-
ing structure theorem for the formal cobordism maps D�

X .
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Theorem 5.1. Let .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0. Then
there is a finite collection . possibly empty/ of basic classes

K1; : : : ; Kr W H2.X IZ/! Z;

each satisfying Kj .˛/ � ˛ � ˛ .mod 2/ for all ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/, and nonzero elements

a1; : : : ; ar 2 Hom.I #.Y0; �0/; I
#.Y1; �1//

with rational coefficients,3 such that for any ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/ we have

D�C˛
X .h/ D eQ.h/=2

rX
jD1

.�1/
1
2 .Kj .˛/C˛�˛/C��˛ � aj e

Kj .h/:

The basic classes satisfy an adjunction inequality

jKj .Œ†�/j C Œ†� � Œ†� � 2g.†/ � 2

for all smoothly embedded surfaces † � X of genus g.†/ � 1 and positive self-intersec-
tion.

Theorem 5.1 is a direct analogue of Kronheimer and Mrowka’s structure theorem for
the Donaldson invariants of closed 4-manifolds of simple type [29], which was subse-
quently given different proofs by Fintushel and Stern [14] and Muñoz [42]. None of these
proofs applies verbatim to an arbitrary cobordism: the proofs in [29,42] require a smoothly
embedded surface of positive self-intersection, while the one in [14] requires �1.X/ D 1
and involves interaction between both SO.3/ and SU.2/ invariants. We will prove The-
orem 5.1 by adapting Muñoz’s proof, which is short and only requires two ingredients: a
blow-up formula and a computation of Fukaya–Floer homology for products † � S1. (In
this paper we do not need to consider cobordisms where �1.X/ ¤ 1, but we choose not
to adapt Fintushel–Stern’s proof because the greater generality will be useful elsewhere.)

Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is structured as follows. We first verify in §5.1 that Fintushel
and Stern’s blow-up formula [15] holds for cobordism maps. In §5.2 we use this blow-up
formula together with a modification of Muñoz’s proof of the structure theorem in [42]
to prove the structure theorem above in the case bC2 .X/ > 0. In §5.3, we prove that the
2-handle cobordism given by the trace of 1-surgery on the torus knot T2;5 induces an
injective map on I #, and we use this in §5.4 to reduce the general case of Theorem 5.1 to
the case where bC2 .X/ is positive.

Remark 5.2. Some of the results which we adapt from the closed 4-manifold setting
(like Fintushel–Stern’s blow-up formula) require that the closed manifold have bC2 > 0 or
bC2 > 1. These are to rule out reducibles and to ensure that the Donaldson invariants are

3Ultimately, framed instanton homology can be defined over Z; what we mean here is that
the aj have rational coefficients with respect to rational bases for I #.Y0; �0/ and I #.Y1; �1/. We
remark that the results of this section hold over any field of characteristic zero.
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well-defined, respectively. The framed construction makes these constraints unnecessary
for the cobordism maps studied here. Indeed, any ASD connection on a cobordism X#

limits at the ends Yi # T 3 to a flat connection on an admissible bundle, so it is auto-
matically irreducible at the ends and hence on X# itself. Furthermore, these maps are
well-defined without any assumption on bC2 .

Some of these results also require the simple type assumption, but this is automatically
satisfied for the cobordisms X# by Lemma 2.22.

5.1. The blow-up formula for cobordism maps

The blow-up formula for formal cobordism maps reads as follows.

Theorem 5.3. Let .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism, and let QX D X # CP
2

denote the blow-up of X at a point. Let E denote the Poincaré dual of the class e 2
H2. QX IZ/ of an exceptional sphere. Then

D�
QX
D D�

X � e
�E2=2 coshE; D�Ce

QX
D �D�

X � e
�E2=2 sinhE

as formal Hom.I #.Y0; �0/; I
#.Y1; �1//-valued functions on H2.X IR/.

This was proven by Fintushel and Stern for the Donaldson invariants of closed 4-
manifolds in [15]. We explain briefly why their argument carries over to the case of
cobordisms.

Proof of Theorem 5.3. The blow-up formula of [15] is a formal consequence of a hand-
ful of concrete identities given in [15, §2], which constrain the behavior of DX;� in the
presence of a sphere of self-intersection �2 or �3, and which relate DX;� to D QX;� and
D QX;�Ce . These identities were originally proven in the setting of closed 4-manifolds but
are local, obtained via an analysis of ASD connections in neighborhoods of such spheres,
and therefore hold for cobordism maps, so the blow-up formula remains valid in this set-
ting. The formulas here match the special case [15, Theorem 5.2], whose proof requires
only the assumption that the closed 4-manifold have simple type, which is automatically
satisfied by the cobordisms X# as noted in Remark 5.2 and proved in Lemma 2.22.

5.2. The structure theorem for bC2 positive

In this subsection we prove the following.

Proposition 5.4. Theorem 5.1 holds for cobordisms X with bC2 .X/ > 0.

Our proof of Proposition 5.4 follows (with some minor adjustments) Muñoz’s proof in
[42, §3] of [42, Theorem 1.2], a general structure theorem for closed 4-manifolds X with
strong simple type. The key input in this proof is the following lemma [42, Lemma 3.1].

Lemma 5.5. Let .X;�/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism with b1.X/D 0. Let†�X
be a surface of genus g � 1, with † � † D 0 and � � † odd. Then for any other class
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D 2 H2.X/ there are power series fr;D.t/, with 1 � g � r � g � 1, such that

D�
X .tD C s†/ D e

Q.tDCs†/=2

g�1X
rD1�g

fr;D.t/e
2rs;

D�C†
X .tD C s†/ D eQ.tDCs†/=2

g�1X
rD1�g

.�1/rC1fr;D.t/e
2rs :

Remark 5.6. Muñoz [42, Lemma 3.1] states this lemma for closed 4-manifolds, but it
applies verbatim to the cobordism maps here. Indeed, the proof only uses the relations
imposed by the relative invariants of a † �D2 neighborhood of † � X in the Fukaya–
Floer homology HFF.† � S1; S1/. In particular, Muñoz uses his computation of this
Fukaya–Floer homology from [20] to deduce that both series are annihilated by the oper-
ator

g�1Y
rD1�g

�
@

@s
� .2r C t .D �†//

�
;

from which the lemma follows.
Muñoz’s assumption of strong simple type means that for any ��X and z 2A.X/, the

Donaldson invariants satisfyDX;�..x2 � 4/z/D 0 andDX;�.z/D 0 for all  2H1.X/.
In our situation, the first of these is Lemma 2.22. We avoid the second by requiring that
b1.X/D 0: Muñoz needs strong simple type to assert that for† as in the statement of the
lemma, if we let X1 D X XN.†/ and D1 D D \X1, then the relative invariant

��.X1; e
tD1/ 2 HFF.† � S1; S1/

lies in the kernel of various elements denoted  i D ��.N.†/; iet�/, where i 2H1.†/.
As argued by Muñoz, this assertion follows from knowing that

DX;�.ize
tD/ D DX;�C†.ize

tD/ D 0

for all z 2 A.X/. But the condition b1.X/ D 0 makes this automatic because i is null-
homologous in X , hence also in the larger cobordism X# used to define DX;� . We should
note that X# may not itself have strong simple type since H1.X#/ ¤ 0, but this does not
matter because we are restricting our attention to surfaces which lie in X .

We now prove Proposition 5.4 via a series of lemmas, corresponding to Steps 2
through 5 of [42, §3]. (Step 1 is omitted because it establishes the strong simple type
property, which is not necessary here because H1.X/ D 0.) Each of these is labeled with
the corresponding step from [42], and we indicate explicitly how our proofs differ from
those in [42].

Throughout this subsection we assume that

.X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/

is a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0 and bC2 .X/ > 0.
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Lemma 5.7 (Step 2). For any cobordism � W �0 ! �1 in X , there are finitely many
nonzero

a�;i 2 Hom.I #.Y0; �0/; I
#.Y1; �1//

and homomorphisms K�;i W H2.X IZ/! Z such that

D�
X .h/ D e

Q.h/=2
X
i

a�;ie
K�;i .h/ for all h 2 H2.X IZ/.

As originally stated, [42, Step 2] only proves the corresponding property for a single �,
but we will establish it for all � simultaneously.

Proof of Lemma 5.7. Just as in [42], it suffices to prove this for some blow-up of X
and some Q� which is homologous to a sum of � and some exceptional spheres, since
if QX D X # CP2 has exceptional divisor e then we have

D�
X .h/ D D�

QX
.h/ and D�

X .h/ D �
d
dr

D�Ce
QX
.hC re/

ˇ̌̌
rD0

by the blow-up formula of Theorem 5.3.
We begin by finding a convenient basis of H2.X/; the construction in [42] uses the

fact that in the closed case, after blowing up we can arrangeQX D a.1/˚ b.�1/, but this
is no longer true for X a cobordism. Instead, using the assumption that bC2 .X/ > 0, we
let †1; : : : ; †k be any integral basis of H2.X/=torsion with †1 �†1 > 0. For j � 2, we
replace each †j with †j C n†1 for a suitably large n, and then we still have an integral
basis but now †j �†j > 0 for all j � 2 as well.

Having done so, we take ni D †i �†i for 1 � i � k and let QX be the blow-up of X atPk
iD1 ni points, with ei;j for 1 � i � k, 1 � j � ni being the exceptional spheres. For

1 � i � k we define a collection of homology classes by

S0i D †i � ei;1 � ei;2 � � � � � ei;ni ;

S
j
i D †i � ei;1 � � � � C ei;j � � � � � ei;ni ; 1 � j � ni :

These are integral classes of square zero which span H2. QX IQ/. In fact, if we let

H D spanZ.¹S
j
i j 1 � i � k; 0 � j � niº/ � H2.

QX IZ/=torsion;

then from the relations 2ei;j D S
j
i � S

0
i for all j � 1, and

2†i D 2S
0
i C 2

niX
jD1

ei;j D .2 � ni /S
0
i C 2

niX
jD1

S
j
i ;

we deduce that
2H2. QX IZ/=torsion � H:

We also define a class Q� 2 H2. QX; @ QX/ by

Q� D � C

kX
iD1

ciei;1; where ci D

´
0; � �†i odd;

1; � �†i even;

so that for all i and j we have Q� � Sji � 1 .mod 2/.
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Now if each Sji is represented by a smoothly embedded surface of genus gi;j � 1,
then just as in [42], repeated application of Lemma 5.5 says that

D Q�
QX

� kX
iD1

niX
jD0

ti;jS
j
i

�
D eQ.

P
ti;jS

j

i
/=2

X
1�gi;j�ri;j�gi;j�1

a¹ri;j ºe
P
2ri;j ti;j (5.1)

for some a¹ri;j º W I
#.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/. The exponents

P
2ri;j ti;j are valued in 2Z

on all of H and in particular on 2H2. QX I Z/=torsion, so they define homomorphisms
H2. QX IZ/! Z. Moreover, the a¹ri;j º can in fact be taken to have rational coefficients,
because the same is true for each D QX;Q�.z/ where z has the form hd or x

2
hd with

h 2 H2. QX IZ/.

Lemma 5.8 (Step 3). The basic classes K�;` of Lemma 5.7 satisfy

K�;`.h/C h � h � 0 .mod 2/ for all h 2 H2.X IZ/.

Our argument here differs from the one in [42], because the latter asserts that for any
x 2 H2. QX/ there are some i and j such that x � Sji ¤ 0, and this need not be true when
X is a cobordism rather than a closed 4-manifold.

Proof of Lemma 5.8. Both terms are linear mod 2 in h, so it suffices to prove the claim for
the basis ¹†1; : : : ; †kº of H2.X IZ/=torsion which we used in the proof of Lemma 5.7.
We borrow notation from that proof, blowing up X to get QX and surfaces Sji exactly as
before.

We observe for each i that if K is any basic class of . QX; Q�/, then equation (5.1) says
thatK.S0i / is even. Letting Ei;j denote the Poincaré duals of the exceptional spheres ei;j
in QX , the blow-up formula (Theorem 5.3) says that

K D K�;` C

kX
iD1

niX
jD1

Ei;j

is a basic class of . QX; Q�/. Since S0i D †i �
Pni
jD1 ei;j for all i , we have

K.S0i / D K�;`.†i /C ni D K�;`.†i /C†i �†i

and hence this last expression is even for all i , as desired.

Lemma 5.9 (Step 4). Fix � and let a�;i and K�;i be the coefficients and basic classes
appearing in Lemma 5.7. For any class ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/, we have

D�C˛
X .h/ D eQ.h/=2

X
i

.�1/
1
2 .K�;i .˛/C˛�˛/C��˛ � a�;ie

K�;i .h/:

In other words, the basic classes Ki D K�;i do not depend on the particular choice of �,
and their coefficients are related by

a�C˛;i D .�1/
1
2 .K�;i .˛/C˛�˛/C��˛ � a�;i for all i .
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Our argument here is nearly the same as in [42], but with a different choice of signs
in the definition of † which avoids the need for the identity DX;�C2˛ D .�1/˛

2
DX;� .

Proof of Lemma 5.9. We note that the exponent

1
2
.K�;i .˛/C ˛ � ˛/C � � ˛

is integral by Lemma 5.8, and its reduction modulo 2 is linear in ˛. Since the module
H2.X IZ/=torsion has an integral basis consisting of surfaces of positive self-intersection,
as seen in the proof of Lemma 5.7, it therefore suffices to prove the proposition when
N D ˛ � ˛ is positive. We will let QX be theN -fold blow-up ofX , with exceptional spheres
e1; : : : ; eN and Ej D PD.ej / as usual.

Suppose first that � � ˛ is odd. Letting † D ˛ C
P
j ej , so that � � † is odd and

† �† D 0, we have

D�
QX
D D�

X � e
�
P
j E

2
j
=2

NY
jD1

coshEj ;

D�C†
QX
D D�C˛

X � e
�
P
j E

2
j
=2

NY
jD1

.� sinhEj /

by the blow-up formula. Lemma 5.5 tells us that . QX; �/ and . QX; � C †/ have the same
basic classes, and these are

K�;i C

NX
jD1

�jEj and K�C˛;i C

NX
jD1

�jEj ; �j 2 ¹˙1º;

respectively, so .X; �/ and .X; � C ˛/ must have the same basic classes as well, say
K�;i D K�C˛;i . Moreover, the lemma says that the coefficient of K D K�;i C

P
j Ej in

D�C†
QX

is
a�;i

2N
� .�1/

1
2K.†/C1 D

a�;i

2N
� .�1/

1
2 .K�;i .˛/�N/C1;

while by the blow-up formula it is .�1/N � a�C˛;i
2N

. Equating the two, and recalling that
N D ˛ � ˛ and � � ˛ � 1 .mod 2/, gives

a�C˛;i D ˛�;i � .�1/
1
2 .K�;i .˛/C˛�˛/C��˛

as claimed.
Now suppose instead that � � ˛ is even. This time we take † D ˛ � e1 C

PN
jD2 ej , so

that † �† D 0 and .� C e1/ �† is odd. Then the blow-up formula gives

D�Ce1
QX
D D�

X � e
�
P
j E

2
j
=2
.� sinhE1/

NY
jD2

coshEj ;

D�Ce1C†

QX
D D�C˛

X � e
�
P
j E

2
j
=2
.coshE1/

NY
jD2

.� sinhEj /:
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Applying Lemma 5.5 again, we conclude exactly as before that .X; �/ and .X; � C ˛/
have the same basic classesK�;i DK�C˛;i ; and sinceK DK�;i C

P
j Ej has coefficient

�a�;i=2
N in D�Ce1

QX
, the lemma also says that its coefficient in D�Ce1C†

QX
is

�
a�;i

2N
� .�1/

1
2K.†/C1 D

a�;i

2N
� .�1/

1
2 .K�;i .˛/�NC2/;

while the blow-up formula gives this coefficient as .�1/N�1 � a�C˛;i
2N

. Equating the two
and using N D ˛ � ˛ and � � ˛ � 0 .mod 2/ gives the desired conclusion.

The last step is proved exactly as in [42]; we include the proof anyway for complete-
ness.

Lemma 5.10 (Step 5). Let .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0,
and let † � X be a smoothly embedded surface of genus g � 1 and positive self-inter-
section. Then

jK.†/j C† �† � 2g.†/ � 2

for every basic class K of X .

Proof. Let QX be the N -fold blow-up of X with exceptional spheres e1; : : : ; eN , where
N D † � † > 0; and let Q† � QX denote the proper transform † �

PN
jD1 ej . We let Q� be

whichever of � and � C e1 satisfies Q� � Q† � 1 .mod 2/. Then Q† � Q† D 0, so we can apply
Lemma 5.5 to D Q�

QX
and Q† to see that

j QK. Q†/j � 2g � 2

for every basic class QK of QX . These basic classes include K ˙
PN
jD1Ej , and since

�
K ˙

NX
jD1

Ej

�
. Q†/ D K.†/˙N D K.†/˙† �†

we must have jK.†/j C† �† � 2g � 2 as claimed.

Lemmas 5.7–5.10 collectively prove Proposition 5.4.

5.3. Injective maps induced by trace cobordisms

Recall that the trace of n-surgery on a framed knot K � S3 is the cobordism

Xn.K/ W S
3
! S3n .K/

obtained from S3 � Œ0; 1� by attaching an n-framed 2-handle along K � ¹1º. In this
section, we prove that the map on framed instanton homology induced by the trace of
1-surgery on the torus knot T2;5 is injective; see Proposition 5.13. We will use this in the
next section to establish the general case of Theorem 5.1, for cobordisms with bC2 .X/D 0.

We start with some lemmas about the dimension of I # for surgeries on T2;5.
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Lemma 5.11. dim I #.S3
k
.T2;5// D k for all k � 3.

Proof. Observe that 9-surgery on T2;5 is a lens space of order 9 [40], and hence

dim I #.S39 .T2;5// D 9:

Using (2.6), we have an exact triangle of the form

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.Xk.T2;5/;�k/
�����������! I #.S3k .T2;5//! I #.S3kC1.T2;5//! � � �

for all k � 1. Each Xk.T2;5/ contains a surface †k of genus g.T2;5/ D 2 and self-
intersection k, built by gluing a Seifert surface for T2;5 to a core of the k-framed 2-handle,
and when k > 2 then this forces I #.Xk.T2;5/; �k/ to vanish by the adjunction inequality
of Lemma 5.10. Thus

dim I #.S3kC1.T2;5// D dim I #.S3k .T2;5//C 1

for all k � 3, and the lemma follows by induction.

Lemma 5.12. dim I #.S31 .T2;5// D 5.

Proof. We first note that
S31 .T2;5/ Š �†.2; 5; 9/:

Since the dimension of I # does not change upon reversing orientation, it suffices to prove
that I #.†.2; 5; 9// has dimension 5.

To do so, we use Fintushel and Stern’s computation from [13, §6] that, with coeffi-
cients in Z,

I�.†.2; 5; 9// Š Z20 ˚ Z12 ˚ Z24 ˚ Z16;

where the subscripts denote the (absolute, in this case) Z=8Z-grading. Frøyshov com-
puted in [18, Proposition 1] that

h.†.2; 5; 9// D 1;

where h is his invariant from [17]. The h invariant is defined by

2h.Y / D �.I�.Y // � �. OI�.Y //

for any homology 3-sphere Y , where OI� is reduced instanton homology [17], and so

�. OI�.†.2; 5; 9/// D 4:

Reduced instanton homology satisfies

rank OIq.Y / � rank Iq.Y /

for all q, by definition, with equality if q � 2; 3 .mod 4/; if q 6� 1 .mod 4/ then OIq.Y / is
a subgroup of Iq.Y / (see [17, §3.3]). Thus we have

OI�.†.2; 5; 9// Š V0 ˚ Z2 ˚ V4 ˚ Z6
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for some V0; V4 � Z2. Moreover, there is a degree-4 endomorphism u on OI�.Y / such that
u2 � 64 is nilpotent [17, Theorem 10], which implies that u W V0! V4 is an isomorphism.
From �. OI�.†.2; 5; 9/// D 4 we conclude that

OI�.†.2; 5; 9// Š Z0 ˚ Z2 ˚ Z4 ˚ Z6

is free of rank 1 in each even grading.
We now apply a corollary by Scaduto [54, Corollary 1.5] of Fukaya’s connected sum

theorem, which says that since Y D †.2; 5; 9/ is˙1-surgery on a genus-2 knot, we have
an isomorphism with coefficients in C,

I #.Y / Š H�.ptIC/˚H�.S3IC/˝
3M

jD0

OIj .Y /

as Z=4Z-graded C-modules. Thus, with C-coefficients, we have

I #.†.2; 5; 9// Š C2
0 ˚C1 ˚C2 ˚C3;

which completes the proof.

Finally, from (2.6) we have an exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/! I #.S32 .T2;5//! I #.S33 .T2;5//! � � � ;

which together with Lemma 5.11 implies that

dim I #.S32 .T2;5// � 4:

Similarly, from Lemma 5.12 and the exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.X1.T2;5/;�1/
����������! I #.S31 .T2;5//! I #.S32 .T2;5//! � � � ; (5.2)

we deduce that
dim I #.S32 .T2;5// � 4;

hence the dimension must be equal to 4. Since equality holds iff the map I #.X1.T2;5/; �1/

is injective, we have proved the following.

Proposition 5.13. The map I #.X1.T2;5/; �1/ W I
#.S3/! I #.S31 .T2;5// in (5.2) is injec-

tive, where X1.T2;5/ is the trace of 1-surgery on T2;5.

5.4. The structure theorem in general

We now deduce the general case of Theorem 5.1 from the case where bC2 .X/ is positive.
In this subsection we take .X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/ to be a cobordism with b1.X/D 0
but with no restrictions on bC2 .X/.
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We begin by taking a 3-ball in Y1 which avoids �1, identifying a T2;5 knot inside this
ball, and letting

Y 01 D Y1 # S31 .T2;5/

denote the result of 1-surgery along this T2;5. The trace of this surgery is a cobordism

.Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ W .Y1; �1/! .Y 01; �1/:

built by attaching a 2-handle to Y1 � Œ0; 1� along T2;5 � ¹1º, where �1 is the cobordism of
Proposition 5.13 suitably interpreted.

Lemma 5.14. The induced map

I #.Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ W I
#.Y1; �1/! I #.Y 01; �1/

is injective.

Proof. Letting Xn.K/ W S3! S3n .K/ be the trace of n-surgery onK, as in §5.3, we have

Z Š .Y1 � Œ0; 1�/‰ X1.T2;5/:

The Künneth isomorphism

I #.Y # Y 0; �C �0/
Š
�! I #.Y; �/˝ I #.Y 0; �0/

is natural with respect to split cobordisms [54, §7.7], meaning in this case that the diagram

I #.Y1 # S3/
I #..Y1�Œ0;1�/‰X1.T2;5//

//

Š

��

I #.Y1 # S31 .T2;5//

Š

��

I #.Y1/˝ I
#.S3/

Id˝I #.X1.T2;5//
// I #.Y1/˝ I

#.S31 .T2;5//

commutes. (We omit the various �1, �1 � Œ0; 1�, and �1 from the diagram for readability.)
The map I #.X1.T2;5/; �1/ is injective by Proposition 5.13, so it follows that the top arrow
I #.Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ is injective as well.

We now modify the cobordism X by attaching Z to get

.X 0; �0/ D .X; �/ [.Y1;�1/ .Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y 01; �1/:

Then b1.X 0/D b1.X/D 0, andH2.X 0/ŠH2.X/˚H2.Z/, whereH2.Z/Š Z is gen-
erated by a surface F built by gluing a Seifert surface for T2;5 to the core of the 2-handle.
Let †1; : : : ; †k be an integral basis of H2.X IZ/=torsion. Since F � F D 1, we have
bC2 .X

0/ > 0, and hence by Proposition 5.4 there are finitely many basic classes

K 01; : : : ; K
0
r W H2.X

0/! Z
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and homomorphisms

a01; : : : ; a
0
r W I

#.Y0; �0/! I #.Y 01; �1/

such that

D�0

X 0.sF C t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D e
Q.sFC

P
i ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

a0j e
sK0
j
.F /C

P
i tiK

0
j
.†i /:

For convenience, we will work with modified Donaldson series as in [14], namely

K �0

X 0 D e
�QX0=2D�0

X 0 and K �
X D e

�QX=2D�
X ;

so that

K �0

X 0 .sF C t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D

rX
jD1

a0j e
sK0
j
.F /C

P
i tiK

0
j
.†i /: (5.3)

Letting S D t1†1 C � � � C tk†k , we observe that

K �0

X 0 .S/ D e
�QX0 .S/=2DX 0;�0.�˝ .1C x=2/e

S /

D DZ;�1�Œ0;1�[�1.�˝ 1/ ı e
�QX .S/=2DX;�.�˝ .1C x=2/e

S /

or equivalently

K �0

X 0 .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D I
#.Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ ıK �

X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ (5.4)

as formal series in the variables ti .

Lemma 5.15. For fixed .X;�/, there are finitely many basic classesK�;i WH2.X IZ/!Z
and nonzero maps

a�;i 2 Hom.I #.Y0; �0/; I
#.Y1; �1//;

each with rational coefficients, such that

D�
X .h/ D e

Q.h/=2
X
i

a�;ie
K�;i .h/:

Proof. For each i D 1; : : : ; k, we define a finite set

Ai D ¹K
0
j .†i / j 1 � j � rº � Z

and an operator

ıi D
Y
c2Ai

�
@

@ti
� c

�
;

and it follows immediately from equation (5.3) that

ıiK
�0

X 0 .sF C t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D 0:
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Setting s D 0, we deduce from equation (5.4) that

I #.ZI�1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ ı ıiK
�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D 0;

and Lemma 5.14 says that I #.ZI�1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ is injective, so in fact

ıiK
�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D 0; i D 1; : : : ; k:

This means that K �
X D e

�QX=2D�
K has the form

K �
X

� kX
iD1

ti†i

�
D

X
cD.c1;:::;ck/2A1�����Ak

ace
c1t1C���Cck tk

for some homomorphisms ac , which have rational coefficients just as in the case
bC2 .X/ > 0, as desired.

For the following lemma, given a homomorphismK 0 WH2.X
0IZ/! Z, we will write

K 0jX to denote the composition

H2.X IZ/
i�
�! H2.X

0
IZ/

K0

�! Z;

in which i W X ,! X 0 is the obvious inclusion.

Lemma 5.16. If K is a basic class for .X; �/, then there is a basic class K 0 for .X 0; �0/
such that K D K 0jX .

Proof. We take Ai D ¹K 0j .†i /º for i D 1; : : : ; k as before, and we recall from the proof
of Lemma 5.15 that every basic class of .X; �/ has the form

K�;j .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D c1t1 C � � � C cktk

for some integers ci 2 Ai . We thus define an operator

ıK D

kY
iD1

Y
c2Ai

c¤K.†i /

� @
@ti
� c

K.†i / � c

�
; (5.5)

and it follows that

ıKe
K�;j .t1†1C���Ctk†k/ D

´
eK.t1†1C���Ctk†k/; K�;j D K;

0; K�;j ¤ K:

In particular, if K is a basic class of .X; �/ with coefficient a ¤ 0 in K �
X , then

ıKK �
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D ae

K.t1†1C���Ctk†k/ ¤ 0;

and so by Lemma 5.14 and equation (5.4) we see that

ıKK �0

X 0 .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D

rX
jD1

a0j � ıKe
K0
j
.t1†1C���Ctk†k/
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is nonzero as well, where the equality follows from (5.3). Each K 0j .†i / belongs to the
set Ai , so if the j th term is nonzero for some fixed j then again we must have K 0j .†i /
D K.†i / for all i , and so K 0j jX D K.

Lemma 5.17. The basic classes K for .X; �/ satisfy K.h/C h � h � 0 .mod 2/ for all
h 2 H2.X IZ/.

Proof. WriteK DK 0jX for some basic classK 0 onX 0, which we can do by Lemma 5.16.
Then since bC.X 0/ > 0, we may apply Proposition 5.4 to X 0 to conclude that

K.h/C h � h D K 0.h/C h � h � 0 .mod 2/:

Lemma 5.18. Let K�;i be the basic classes for .X; �/, with coefficients a�;i , so that

D�
X .h/ D e

Q.h/=2
X
i

a�;ie
K�;i .h/:

Then for all ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/, we have

D�C˛
X .h/ D eQ.h/=2

X
i

.�1/
1
2 .K�;i .˛/C˛�˛/C��˛ � a�;ie

K�;i .h/:

In particular, the set of basic classes does not depend on �.

Proof. Fix ˛ 2 H2.X IZ/ and let K be a basic class for .X; �/, with coefficient a� ¤ 0
in D�

X and coefficient a�C˛ (possibly zero) in D�C˛
X . We write

�˛ D .�1/
1
2 .K.˛/C˛�˛/C��˛;

and set
S D t1†1 C � � � C tk†k

for readability.
Recalling that K �

X D e
�QX=2D�

X and likewise for K �0

X 0 , we now observe by (5.4) that

I #.Z; �1 � Œ0; 1� [ �1/ ı ıK.K
�C˛
X .S/ � �˛K

�
X .S// D ıK.K

�0C˛
X 0 .S/ � �˛K

�0

X 0 .S//;

where ıK is the operator defined in (5.5). On the right side, we have

ıKK �0C˛
X 0 .S/ � �˛ıKK �0

X 0 .S/ D
X

K0
j
jXDK

.a0�0C˛;j � �˛a
0
�0;j /e

K0
j
.S/
;

and each of the coefficients a0�0C˛;j � �a
0
�0;j is zero by Lemma 5.9 and the fact that

K 0j .˛/ D K.˛/, so this vanishes. On the left side, Lemma 5.14 says that I #.Z; �1 �

Œ0; 1� [ �1/ is injective, so we deduce that

ıK.K
�C˛
X .S/ � �˛K

�
X .S// D a�C˛e

K.S/
� �˛a�e

K.S/

is zero as well. Thus a�C˛ D �˛a� and the lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The case where bC2 .X/ > 0 is Proposition 5.4. If instead bC2 .X/D
0 then the adjunction inequality is vacuously true, while the rest of the theorem is a com-
bination of Lemmas 5.15, 5.17, and 5.18.
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6. A decomposition of cobordism maps

The goal of this section is to use the structure theorem of the previous section (Theo-
rem 5.1) to prove Theorem 1.16, which extends the eigenspace decomposition of framed
instanton homology in Theorem 2.25 to a similar decomposition for cobordism maps,
akin to the Spinc decompositions of cobordism maps in Heegaard and monopole Floer
homology.

We will assume throughout this section that

.X; �/ W .Y0; �0/! .Y1; �1/

is a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0. Recall that Theorem 1.16 says that there is a decomposi-
tion of the induced cobordism map as a sum

I #.X; �/ D
X

sWH2.X IZ/!Z

I #.X; �I s/

of maps
I #.X; �I s/ W I #.Y0; �0I sjY0/! I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/

which satisfy five properties. The proof of this theorem below will make reference to these
properties as they are numbered in the theorem statement.

Proof of Theorem 1.16. By Theorem 5.1, we can write

D�
X .h/ D e

Q.h/=2

rX
jD1

a�;j e
Kj .h/; (6.1)

where the aj are nonzero homomorphisms I #.Y0; �0/ ! I #.Y1; �1/ and the basic
classes Kj are elements of Hom.H2.X I Z/; Z/. Then for any homomorphism s W

H2.X IZ/! Z, we define

I #.X; �I s/ W I #.Y0; �0/! I #.Y1; �1/

to be 1
2
a�;j if Kj D s for some j , and I #.X; �I s/ D 0 otherwise.

Properties (1), (2), and (5) are immediate from the definition of I #.X; �I s/ and Theo-
rem 5.1, since I #.X;�I s/ is nonzero precisely when s is a basic class. Property (4) follows
from the blow-up formula for D�

X , Theorem 5.3. It remains to verify the following:

� the identity I #.X; �/ D
P
s I

#.X; �I s/;

� the fact that each I #.X; �I s/ is zero on all I #.Y0; �0I s0/ except for s0 D sjY0 , and that
its image lies in I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/;

� property (3), the composition law.

For the first of these, we set h D 0 in (6.1) to get

DX;�.�˝ .1C x=2// D

rX
jD1

a�;j D 2
X

sWH2.X IZ/!Z

I #.X; �I s/: (6.2)
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But x D �.pt/ acts on I #.Y0; �0/ as multiplication by 2, as in Remark 2.17, so for all
a 2 I #.Y0; �0/ we have

DX;�.a˝ .1C x=2// D DX;�..1C �.pt/=2/a˝ 1/ D I #.X; �/.2a/;

and hence the left side of (6.2) is 2I #.X; �/, establishing the claim. The second and third
items above are proved below as Proposition 6.3 and Proposition 6.5, respectively.

Remark 6.1. If I #.X; �I s/ is nonzero, then sjY0 must take values in 2Z, since for any
class h 2 H2.Y0IZ/ we have

sjY0.h/ D s..i0/�h/ � .i0/�h � .i0/�h D h � h D 0 .mod 2/

by property (2) of Theorem 1.16, which we have already proved.

Remark 6.2. Properties (2) and (5) of Theorem 1.16 imply that

I #.X; � C 2˛I s/ D .�1/˛�˛I #.X; �I s/

for all s. Indeed, both sides are zero unless s.˛/ � ˛ � ˛ .mod 2/, and if they are nonzero
then by (5) the exponent on the right should be

1
2
.s.2˛/C .2˛/ � .2˛//C � � .2˛/ � s.˛/ � ˛ � ˛ .mod 2/:

Proposition 6.3. We have the following:

� For any s0 W H2.Y0IZ/ ! 2Z, the map I #.X; �I s/ is zero on I #.Y0; �0I s0/ unless
s0 D sjY0 .

� The image of I #.X; �I s/ lies in I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/.

In other words, for each s we can interpret I #.X; �I s/ as a map

I #.X; �I s/ W I #.Y0; �0I sjY0/! I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/:

Proof. We fix a nontorsion class † 2 H2.Y0I Z/ and extend it to a rational basis
†1 D †; †2; : : : ; †k of H2.X IZ/. (The inclusion Y D @X ,! X gives an injection
H2.Y IQ/! H2.X IQ/, by the long exact sequence of the pair .X; Y / and the fact that
H3.X; Y IQ/ Š H 1.X IQ/ D 0.) We then write

D�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D e

Q.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

aj e
Kj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/

by Theorem 5.1, and observe that

Q
� kX
iD1

ti†i

�
D Q

� kX
iD2

ti†i

�
does not depend on t1, since H2.Y / is in the kernel of the intersection pairing on X .
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We now take an arbitrary element z 2 I #.Y0; �0I s0/ and an integer n � 1, and we
apply the operator . @

@t1
� s0.†1//

n to both sides of

D�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/.z/ D DX;�

�
z ˝ .1C x=2/et1†1C���Ctk†k

�
:

On the left side, we have�
@

@t1
� s0.†1/

�n
D�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/.z/

D eQ.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

aj .z/.Kj .†1/ � s0.†1//
neKj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/: (6.3)

On the right side, we have

DX;�
�
z ˝ .1C x=2/.†1 � s0.†1//

net1†1C���Ctk†k
�

D DX;�
�
.�.†1/ � s0.†1//

nz ˝ .1C x=2/et1†1C���Ctk†k
�
;

which is equivalently

.D�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k//

�
.�.†1/ � s0.†1//

nz
�

D eQ.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

aj
�
.�.†1/ � s0.†1//

nz
�
eKj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/: (6.4)

The various functions eKj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/ for 1 � j � r are linearly independent as
power series in t1; : : : ; tk , so they must have the same coefficients in (6.3) and (6.4), i.e.,

aj .z/ � .Kj .†1/ � s0.†1//
n
D aj

�
.�.†1/ � s0.†1//

nz
�
:

The right side is identically zero for n large, since z by definition belongs to the (gener-
alized) s0.†1/-eigenspace of �.†1/. Thus the left side is zero for n large as well, which
implies that it is also zero when n D 1, so in fact we have

aj .z/ � .Kj .†1/ � s0.†1// D aj
�
.�.†1/ � s0.†1//z

�
D 0 (6.5)

for all j . We conclude that ifKj .†1/¤ s0.†1/ then aj .z/D 0, and hence I #.X; �I s/.z/

D 0 for all s which do not satisfy s.†1/ D s0.†1/. But †1 D † was an arbitrary nontor-
sion class in H2.Y0IZ/, so if I #.X; �I s/.z/ ¤ 0 then sjY0 D s0 on all of H2.Y0IZ/.

The proof that I #.X; �I s/ sends I #.Y0; �0/ into I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/ is similar. We choose
our basis ¹†kº so that †1 is a given nontorsion element ofH2.Y1IZ/, and then apply @

@t1
to both sides of

eQ.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

aj .z/e
Kj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/ D DX;�

�
z ˝ .1C x=2/et1†1C���Ctk†k

�
to get

eQ.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

Kj .†1/ � aj .z/e
Kj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/
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on the left side, and

DX;�
�
z˝.1Cx=2/†1e

t1†1C���Ctk†k
�
D �.†1/DX;�

�
z ˝ .1C x=2/et1†1C���Ctk†k

�
D �.†1/ � .D

�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k//.z/

D eQ.
P
ti†i /=2

rX
jD1

�.†1/aj .z/e
Kj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/

on the right. Again, the linear independence of the eKj .
P
ti†i / tells us that

�.†1/aj .z/ D Kj .†1/aj .z/ (6.6)

for all j , so if I #.X; �I s/.z/ is nonzero, then s D Kj for some j and we have

I #.X; �I s/.z/ D 1
2
aj .z/ 2 ker.�.†1/ � s.†1//:

Since †1 was an arbitrary nontorsion element of H2.Y1IZ/, we conclude that the image
of I #.X; �I s/ lies in \

h2H2.Y1IZ/

ker.�.h/ � s.h// � I #.Y1; �1I sjY1/:

Remark 6.4. We can deduce from the proof of Proposition 6.3, and in particular equa-
tion (6.5), that for all z 2 I #.Y0; �0I s0/ and all † 2 H2.Y0IZ/ we have

.�.†/ � s0.†//z 2 ker I #.X; �I s/

for all s. Similarly, equation (6.6) shows that the image of a map I #.X; �I s/ consists of
actual simultaneous eigenvectors, as opposed to generalized ones.

Proposition 6.5. Let .X; �/ denote the composite cobordism

.Y0; �0/
.X01;�01/
������! .Y1; �1/

.X12;�12/
������! .Y2; �2/;

where b1.X/ D b1.X01/ D b1.X12/ D 0. Then for all homomorphisms s01 W

H2.X01IZ/! Z and s12 W H2.X12IZ/! Z, we have

I #.X12; �12I s12/ ı I
#.X01; �01I s01/ D

X
sWH2.X IZ/!Z

sjX01Ds01; sjX12Ds12

I #.X; �I s/:

Proof. Let†1; : : : ;†k and†01; : : : ;†
0
k0

be integral bases ofH2.X01IZ/ andH2.X12IZ/,
respectively, modulo torsion, and write

D�01
X01
D eQ=2

rX
jD1

aj e
Kj ; D�12

X12
D eQ=2

r 0X
jD1

a0j e
K0
j :

We define some finite sets of integers by

Ai D ¹Kj .†i / j 1 � j � rº; A0i D ¹K
0
j .†

0
i / j 1 � j � r

0
º;
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and let di D s01.†i / and d 0i D s12.†
0
i / for all i ; here i ranges from 1 to k for Ai and di ,

and from 1 to k0 for A0i and d 0i . Then we define some differential operators by

ıs01 D

kY
iD1

Y
c2AiX¹s01.†i /º

� @
@ti
� c

di � c

�
; ıs12 D

k0Y
iD1

Y
c2A0

i
X¹s12.†

0
i
/º

� @
@t 0
i

� c

d 0i � c

�
so that if we write K D e�Q=2D for each cobordism then

ıs01K
�01
X01

.t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D

´
aj e

Kj .t1†1C���Ctk†k/; s01 D Kj ;

0; s01 62 ¹K1; : : : ; Krº:

Upon setting .t1; : : : ; tk/ D .0; : : : ; 0/, this becomes

ıs01K
�01
X01

.t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/
ˇ̌
t1D���DtkD0

D 2I #.X01; �01I s01/;

and the same argument gives

ıs12K
�12
X12

.t 01†
0
1 C � � � C t

0
k0†
0
k0/
ˇ̌
t 0
1
D���Dt 0

k0
D0
D 2I #.X12; �12I s12/:

Letting S D t1†1 C � � � C tk†k and S 0 D t 01†
0
1 C � � � C t

0
k0
†0
k0

for convenience, we
now compute

D�12
X12

.S 0/ ıD�01
X01

.S/ D DX12;�12.�˝ .1C x=2/e
S / ıDX01;�01.�˝ .1C x=2/e

S 0/

D DX;�.�˝ .1C x=2/
2eSCS

0

/ D 2D�
X .S C S

0/;

since the extra factor of 1C x=2 in the second line acts on I #.Y0; �0/ as multiplication
by 2. We have S � S 0 D 0 and hence QX .S C S 0/ D QX01.S/CQX12.S

0/, so dividing
both sides by 4 exp.QX .S C S 0/=2/ gives

1
2
K �12
X12

.S 0/ ı 1
2
K �01
X01

.S/ D 1
2
K �
X .S C S

0/:

Now applying ıs12 ı ıs01 and then setting all ti and t 0i to zero turns the left side into

I #.X12; �12I s12/ ı I
#.X01; �01I s01/:

On the right side, the operator ıs12 ı ıs01 fixes all terms in the series 1
2
K �
X .S C S

0/ of the
form 1

2
a � eK.SCS

0/, where the basic class K satisfies

K.†i / D s01.†i /; 1 � i � k; and K.†0i / D s12.†
0
i /; 1 � i � k

0;

or equivalently KjX01 D s01 and KjX12 D s12; and it replaces all other terms with zero.
Setting the ti and t 0i to zero then gives the sum of I #.X;�Is/ over all s such that sjX01 D s01
and sjX12 D s12, as desired.

Weaker versions of Proposition 6.5 still hold in the case where b1.X/ D 0 but one of
b1.X01/ and b1.X12/ is positive, even though we have not proved a structure theorem for
the corresponding cobordism map on I #. We include one such statement for complete-
ness.
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Proposition 6.6. Let .X; �/ denote the composite cobordism

.Y0; �0/
.X01;�01/
������! .Y1; �1/

.X12;�12/
������! .Y2; �2/;

where b1.X/ D b1.X01/ D 0 and X12 is a rational homology cobordism. Then

I #.X; �I s/ D I #.X12; �12/ ı I
#.X01; �01I sjX01/

for all homomorphisms s W H2.X IZ/! Z.

Proof. We take a rational basis †1; : : : ;†k ofH2.X01IZ/, which by hypothesis is also a
rational basis of H2.X IZ/. Then, following the proof of Proposition 6.5, we can write

D�
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D DX12;�12.�˝ 1/ ıD�01

X01
.t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/

and divide both sides by eQ.
P
i ti†i /=2 to get

K �
X .t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/ D I

#.X12; �12/ ıK �01
X01

.t1†1 C � � � C tk†k/:

We apply the differential operator

kY
iD1

Y
c2Ai
c¤s.†i /

� @
@ti
� c

s.†i / � c

�

to both sides, where Ai is the set of values of K.†i / as K ranges over all basic classes
of X , and then set t1 D � � � D tk D 0 and divide by 2 to get the desired relation.

Finally, the adjunction inequality in Theorem 1.16 gives us the following general
result.

Proposition 6.7. Let .X; �/ W .Y0; �1/! .Y1; �1/ be a cobordism with b1.X/ D 0. Sup-
pose that X contains a smoothly embedded, closed surface S satisfying one of the follow-
ing:

� ŒS� � ŒS� � max.2g.S/ � 1; 1/; or

� S is a sphere with ŒS� � ŒS� D 0 and ŒS� � ŒF � ¤ 0 for some smooth, closed surface
F � X .

Then the cobordism map I #.X; �/ is identically zero.

Proof. In the first case, if g.S/ � 1 then Theorem 1.16 says that I #.X; �/ is a sum of
various maps I #.X; �I s/, all of which are zero by part (2) of that theorem. If instead S is
a sphere then we attach a handle to get a torus T of positive self-intersection and apply
the same argument to T .

In the second case, we follow [30, §6 (ii)]: replacing F with�F if needed, we arrange
that n D ŒS� � ŒF � is positive and that S \ F consists of n points. We form another sur-
face S 0 by taking the union of F with d > 0 parallel, disjoint copies of S and smoothing
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out the dn points of intersection. The result has genus

g.S 0/ D 1 �
�.S 0/

2
D 1 �

.2 � 2g.F //C 2d � 2dn

2
D g.F /C d.n � 1/

and self-intersection

ŒS 0� � ŒS 0� D .ŒF �C dŒS�/ � .ŒF �C dŒS�/ D ŒF � � ŒF �C 2dn:

For d sufficiently large, we have ŒS� � ŒS� � 1, and also

ŒS 0� � ŒS 0� � .2g.S 0/ � 1/ D 2d C .ŒF � � ŒF � � .2g.F / � 1// > 0;

so we can apply the first case to S 0 to conclude that I #.X; �/ D 0.

7. Instanton L-space knots are fibered

Our primary goal in this section is to prove that instanton L-space knots are fibered, with
Seifert genus equal to smooth slice genus (Theorem 7.8). The equality g D gs of Seifert
and smooth slice genus will also follow from our result, proved in the next section, that
instanton L-space knots are strongly quasipositive. However, our proof of strong quasipos-
itivity uses the Giroux correspondence, whereas our proof that g D gs here does not. We
will also prove in this section some results related to the bound on L-space slopes in The-
orem 1.15, which are enough to conclude, without using the Giroux correspondence, that
the framed instanton homology of surgeries detects the trefoils among nontrivial knots.
We will prove the general 2g � 1 bound in the next section (again, using the Giroux
correspondence).

Our proof that instanton L-space knots are fibered follows the outline described in
the introduction. Let us suppose below that K � S3 is a nontrivial knot of genus g D
g.K/ > 0, with minimal genus Seifert surface †. For each integer k � 0, consider the
2-handle cobordisms

Xk W S
3
! S3k .K/; WkC1 W S

3
k .K/! S3kC1.K/;

whereXk is the trace of k-surgery onK, andWkC1 is the trace of �1-surgery on a merid-
ian of K in S3

k
.K/. A handleslide reveals that

Xk [S3
k
.K/ WkC1 Š XkC1 # CP

2
: (7.1)

By Theorem 2.27 and (2.6), the maps induced by Xk and WkC1 fit into exact triangles

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.X0;�0/
������! I #.S30 .K/; �/

I #.W1;!1/
�������! I #.S31 .K//! � � � (7.2)

and

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.Xk ;�k/
�������! I #.S3k .K//

I #.WkC1;!kC1/
�����������! I #.S3kC1.K//! � � � (7.3)
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for k � 1, for some �k and !kC1. Observe that the maps induced by Xk and WkC1 shift
the mod 2 grading by 1 and 0, respectively, for all k � 0, by Proposition 2.21.

Let us denote by †k � Xk the surface of genus g and self-intersection k obtained
by gluing a core of the 2-handle used to form Xk to the minimal genus Seifert surface †
for K. The construction in [54, §3.3] tells us that

Œ�k � � Œ†k � �

´
1; k D 0

k; k � 1
.mod 2/: (7.4)

A homomorphism s W H2.Xk IZ/! Z is determined by its evaluation on Œ†k �, and The-
orem 1.16 says that the map I #.Xk ; �k I s/ is nonzero only if

s.Œ†k �/ � †k �†k D k .mod 2/:

With this as motivation, we denote by

tk;i W H2.Xk IZ/! Z

the unique homomorphism sending Œ†k � to 2i � k. The adjunction inequality of Theo-
rem 1.16 implies that for k � 1 the map

I #.Xk ; �k I tk;i / W I
#.S3/! I #.S3k .K//

is nontrivial only if

jtk;i .Œ†k �/j C k � 2g � 2 ” 1 � g C k � i � g � 1: (7.5)

For each integer k � 0 and every integer i , let us define

zk;i WD I
#.Xk ; �k I tk;i /.1/; (7.6)

where 1 is a fixed generator of I #.S3/ Š C. For k � 1, these elements belong to
I #

odd.S
3
k
.K// since the map induced by Xk shifts the mod 2 grading by 1, as noted above.

Moreover, for k D 0, we have

z0;i 2 I
#
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si /

where si WH2.S30 .K/IZ/! 2Z is the unique homomorphism sending Œ O†� to 2i , for O† the
capped-off Seifert surface in S30 .K/ (note that Œ O†�D Œ†0�2H2.X0IZ/). For convenience,
we define

yi WD z0;i 2 I
#
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si /:

Note that yi is nonzero only if

1 � g � i � g � 1;

by the adjunction inequality of Theorem 2.25. As outlined in the introduction, our proof
that instanton L-space knots are fibered relies on understanding the kernel of a composi-
tion of the Wk maps in terms of these yi (see Lemma 7.5). We prove the technical results
we will need for this in the subsection below.
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7.1. The Wk cobordism maps

Our goal in this section is to understand the images of the elements zk;i defined in (7.6)
for k � 0 under the maps

I #.W1; !1/ W I
#.S30 .K/; �/! I #.S31 .K//;

I #.WkC1; !kC1/ W I
#.S3k .K//! I #.S3kC1.K//:

Our main result along these lines is the following.

Proposition 7.1. There are constants �k D ˙1 for all k � 0, depending only on k, such
that

I #.W1; !1/.z0;i / D
�0

2
� .�1/i .z1;i C z1;iC1/

and also

I #.WkC1; !kC1/.zk;i / D
�k

2
.zkC1;i � zkC1;iC1/ for all k � 1.

This proposition will follow from two lemmas below. To begin, recall from (7.1) that

Xk [S3
k
.K/ WkC1 Š XkC1 # CP

2
:

Furthermore, letting e � CP
2

be the exceptional sphere, this diffeomorphism identifies
Œ†k � on the left with Œ†kC1� � Œe� on the right as elements of H2.XkC1 # CP

2
/ Š Z2.

Lemma 7.2. H2.WkC1IZ/ Š Z, and this group is generated by the class of a surface
FkC1 such that

ŒFkC1� D Œ†kC1� � .k C 1/Œe� in H2.XkC1 # CP
2
IZ/;

and hence FkC1 � FkC1 D �k.k C 1/.

Proof. When k D 0, we can see that H2.W1IZ/ Š Z by turning W1 upside-down so
that it is obtained from the homology sphere �S31 .K/ by attaching a 0-framed 2-handle.
The inclusions S30 .K/ ,! X0 and S30 .K/ ,! W1 induce isomorphisms Z! Z on sec-
ond homology, so the generators Œ†0� and ŒF1� are both the images of a generator of
H2.S

3
0 .K//, hence they agree up to sign inH2.X1 # CP

2
/. We can therefore take ŒF1�D

Œ†0� D Œ†1� � Œe�.
Let us assume from here on that k � 1. The Mayer–Vietoris sequence forXk [WkC1,

together with the fact that H2.S3k .K/IZ/ D 0, gives an exact sequence

0! H2.Xk/˚H2.WkC1/! H2.XkC1 # CP
2
/! Z=kZ: (7.7)

A generator ŒFkC1� of H2.WkC1/ must be orthogonal to Œ†k � D Œ†kC1� � Œe� in the
space H2.XkC1 # CP

2
/ since they can be represented by disjoint surfaces, the for-

mer in WkC1 and the latter in Xk . Thus, ŒFkC1� must be an integer multiple of
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Œ†kC1�� .k C 1/Œe�, which has self-intersection �k.k C 1/. Now, the intersection forms
on H2.Xk/˚H2.WkC1/ and H2.XkC1 # CP

2
/ have Gram matrices� k 0

0 ŒFkC1�
2

�
and

�
kC1 0
0 �1

�
;

respectively, with determinants ŒFkC1�2 � k and �.k C 1/. The former is a sublattice of
the latter of some index I � k, by (7.7). We therefore have

k.k C 1/ � k � jŒFkC1�
2
� kj D jI 2.�.k C 1//j � k2.k C 1/:

Since the left and right sides are equal, we must have ŒFkC1�2 D �k.k C 1/ as claimed,
and up to reversing orientation it follows that ŒFkC1� D Œ†kC1� � .k C 1/Œe�.

Noting that WkC1 has even intersection form, let us define

skC1;j W H2.WkC1IZ/! Z

to be the unique homomorphism sending ŒFkC1� to 2j . In order to understand the images
of the zk;i under the map induced by WkC1, we first describe the composition

I #.WkC1; !kC1I skC1;j / ı I
#.Xk ; �k I tk;i / (7.8)

in terms of the maps induced by XkC1, as per the lemma below.

Lemma 7.3. For k D 0, there is a constant �0 D ˙1 such that the composition (7.8) is
equal to

�0

2
� .�1/i

�
I #.X1; �1I t1;i /C I

#.X1; �1I t1;iC1/
�

when j D i , and it is zero for j ¤ i . For k � 1, the composition (7.8) is instead equal to´
�k
2
I #.XkC1; �kC1I tkC1;i /; j D i;

�
�k
2
I #.XkC1; �kC1I tkC1;iC1/; j D i � k;

where �k D ˙1 depends only on k, and it is zero otherwise.

Proof. We first aim to understand when the composition (7.8) is nonzero. Scaduto [54,
§3.4] showed that .�k [ !kC1/ � e is odd in

Xk [S3
k
.K/ WkC1 Š XkC1 # CP

2
;

so, up to homology, we can write

�k [ !kC1 D �
0
kC1 [ ake

for some properly embedded surface �0
kC1
� XkC1 and some odd ak . We then have

Œ�k � � Œ†k � D Œ�k [ !kC1� � Œ†k � D Œ�
0
kC1 [ ake�.Œ†kC1� � Œe�/

� Œ�0kC1� � Œ†kC1�C 1 .mod 2/:
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Combining this with (7.4) gives

Œ�0kC1 [ ake� �

´
Œ�1�C Œe�C Œ†1�; k D 0

Œ�kC1�C Œe�; k � 1
.mod 2/: (7.9)

Theorem 1.16 says that the composition (7.8) is equal toX
s

I #.XkC1 # CP
2
; �0kC1 C akeI s/; (7.10)

where we sum over all
s W H2.XkC1 # CP

2
IZ/! Z

with sjXk D tk;i and sjWkC1 D skC1;j , meaning that

s.Œ†k �/ D 2i � k and s.ŒFkC1�/ D 2j: (7.11)

Moreover, properties (2) and (4) of Theorem 1.16 say that each summand is zero unless

s.Œ†kC1�/ � k C 1 (mod 2) and s.Œe�/ D ˙1: (7.12)

The constraints in (7.12) imply that we can write each s which might contribute a nonzero
summand in (7.10) as

s D tkC1;` C cE;

where E is Poincaré dual to Œe� and c D ˙1. Using Lemma 7.2, we compute

s.Œ†k �/ D s.Œ†kC1� � Œe�/ D .2` � .k C 1//C c; (7.13)

s.ŒFkC1�/ D s.Œ†kC1� � .k C 1/Œe�/ D .2` � .k C 1//C .k C 1/c: (7.14)

By (7.11), this implies that

2j � .2i � k/ D s.ŒFkC1�/ � s.Œ†k �/ D kc;

or equivalently k.c � 1/ D 2.j � i/.
Suppose first that k ¤ 0 and c D �1. Let ˛k be the class in H2.XkC1 # CP2IZ/

satisfying
2˛k D Œ�

0
kC1 [ ake� � .Œ�kC1�C Œe�/

(such a class exists by (7.9)). Then k D i � j and

2i � k D s.Œ†k �/ D 2.` � 1/ � k;

where the latter equality is by (7.13), so that ` D i C 1. Remark 6.2 and the blow-up
formula (property (4) of Theorem 1.16) then say that

I #.XkC1 # CP
2
; �0kC1 C akeI tkC1;iC1 �E/

D ��kI
#.XkC1 # CP

2
; �kC1 C eI tkC1;iC1 �E/ D �

�k

2
I #.XkC1; �kC1I tkC1;iC1/;
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where �k D .�1/˛k �˛kC1. Similarly, if either k D 0 or c D 1 then we must have i D j ,
and also

2i � k D s.Œ†k �/ D .2` � .k C 1//C c D

´
2` � k; c D 1;

2.` � 1/ � k; .k; c/ D .0;�1/:

Thus, either c D 1 and `D i , or .k; c/D .0;�1/ and `D i C 1. In the first case, if k � 1
then the relevant map is

I #.XkC1 # CP
2
; �0kC1 C akeI tkC1;i CE/ D

�k

2
I #.XkC1; �kC1I tkC1;i /;

and if k D 0 then it is

I #.X1 # CP
2
; �01 C a0eI t1;i CE/: (7.15)

In the second case the relevant map is

I #.X1 # CP
2
; �01 C a0eI t1;iC1 �E/: (7.16)

This completes the proof of the lemma except for the signs when k D 0. We let ˛0 be
the class in H2.X1 # CP2IZ/ satisfying

2˛0 D Œ�
0
1 C a0e� � .Œ�1�C Œe�C Œ†1�/

(which exists by (7.9)), and set �0 D .�1/˛0�˛0 . Then

I #.X1 # CP
2
; �01 C a0eI t1;j ˙E/ D �0I

#.X1 # CP
2
; �1 C e C†1I t1;j ˙E/

D �
�0

2
I #.X1; �1 C†1I t1;j /

D �
�0

2
� .�1/�I #.X1; �1I t1;j /

where
� D 1

2
.t1;j .†1/C†1 �†1/C �1 �†1 D j C .�1 �†1/:

Since (7.4) says that �1 �†1 � 1 .mod 2/, we have shown that

I #.X1 # CP
2
; �01 C a0eI t1;j ˙E/ D ˙

�0

2
� .�1/j I #.X1; �1I t1;j /;

and so we combine this with equations (7.15) and (7.16) to complete the proof.

Proof of Proposition 7.1. Sum (7.8) over all j , applying Lemma 7.3 to determine each
composition, and evaluate the result on the generator 1 2 I #.S3/.

7.2. Instanton L-space knots are fibered with g D gs

Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 7.8, which asserts that instanton L-space
knots are fibered with Seifert genus equal to smooth slice genus. The proposition below is
the first of two main ingredients in the proof of this theorem. Adopting the notation from
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above, recall that we defined

yi WD z0;i D I
#.X0; �0I t0;i /.1/ 2 I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I si /;

and that
I #.S30 .K/; �I si / D 0 for ji j > g � 1;

by the adjunction inequality of Theorem 2.25.

Proposition 7.4. If K � S3 as above is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot then

I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si / D C � yi

for all i . In particular,
dim I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I si / D 0 or 1

depending on whether yi D 0 or yi ¤ 0, respectively.

To prepare for the proof of Proposition 7.4, we let .Vk ; N!k/ denote the composition

.Vk ; N!k/ D .Wk ; !k/ ı � � � ı .W1; !1/ WD .S
3
0 .K/; �/! .S3k .K/; 0/;

which induces the map

I #.Vk ; N!k/ D I
#.Wk ; !k/ ı � � � ı I

#.W1; !1/ W I
#.S30 .K/; �/! I #.S3k .K//;

and define for each integer i the element

ck;i WD I
#.Vk ; N!k/.yi / 2 I

#.S3k .K//:

Repeated application of Proposition 7.1 then tells us that

2kck;i D

kX
jD0

dj;izk;iCj ;

where the coefficient dj;i is a sum of
�
k
j

�
signs. In particular, we have

2kck;i D ˙zk;i C

kX
jD1

dj;izk;iCj ; (7.17)

and since this system of equations has an invertible triangular matrix of coefficients, we
see that each zk;i is a linear combination of the various ck;j .

Lemma 7.5. For all integers n � 1, the kernel of the map

I #.Vn; N!n/ D I
#.Wn; !n/ ı � � � ı I

#.W1; !1/ W I
#.S30 .K/; �/! I #.S3n .K//

lies in the span of the elements y1�g ; : : : ; yg�1. It is equal to this span if n � 2g � 1.
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Proof. The case n D 1 follows from the exact triangle (7.2), since

ker I #.V1; N!1/ D ker I #.W1; !1/ D Im I #.X0; �0/

is spanned by I #.X0; �0/.1/ D
P
i yi .

Suppose now that n � 1. Suppose the kernel of I #.Vn; N!n/ lies in the span of
the elements y1�g ; : : : ; yg�1. We will deduce that the same is true of the kernel of
I #.VnC1; N!nC1/, which will then prove the first part of the lemma for all n, by induc-
tion.

From the exact triangle (7.3), the kernel of I #.WnC1; !nC1/ is generated by

I #.Xn; �n/.1/ D
g�1X

iD1�gCn

zn;i

(here, the range of indices in the sum comes from (7.5)); since each zn;i is a linear com-
bination of the cn;j , as argued above, we may write this element as

I #.Xn; �n/.1/ D
X
i

zn;i D
X
j

an;j cn;j D I
#.Vn; N!n/

�X
j

an;jyj

�
for some coefficients an;j . In particular, any element x of the kernel of

I #.VnC1; N!nC1/ D I
#.WnC1; !nC1/ ı I

#.Vn; N!n/

satisfies I #.Vn; N!n/.x/ D c � I
#.Vn; N!n/.

P
j an;jyj / for some constant c, and then

x � c
X
j

an;jyj 2 ker I #.Vn; N!n/:

It follows by induction that x is a linear combination of y1�g ; : : : ; yg�1, as desired.
Now suppose n � 2g � 1. It remains to show that I #.Vn; N!n/.yi / D 0 for all i in this

case. We can write
I #.Vn; N!n/.yi / D cn;i

as a linear combination of the elements

zn;j D I
#.Xn; �nI tn;j /.1/;

as before. The adjunction inequality says that the map I #.Xn; �nI tn;j / is zero for n �
2g � 1, so zn;j D 0 for all j and hence cn;i D 0 for all i as well.

Proof of Proposition 7.4. Suppose that for some i there is an element

x 2 I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si /

which is not a multiple of yi . Then x is not in the span of y1�g ; : : : ; yg�1 since the

yj 2 I
#
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sj /
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belong to different direct summands. Now, each map

I #.Vn; N!n/ W I
#.S30 .K/; �/! I #.S3n .K//

has even degree, since it is a composition of the even-degree maps I #.Wk ; !k/ for 1 �
k � n. Thus,

I #.Vn; N!n/.x/ 2 I
#
odd.S

3
n .K//

for all n � 1, and since x is not in the span of y1�g ; : : : ; yg�1, Lemma 7.5 tells us that
each I #.Vn; N!n/.x/ must be nonzero. In particular,

dim I #
odd.S

3
n .K// > 0

for all n � 1, and so none of the S3n .K/ can be an instanton L-space. This is a contra-
diction, since if K is an instanton L-space knot then it has some positive integral L-space
surgery, by Remark 2.20; so each I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I si / must in fact be spanned by yi .

Remark 7.6. Nothing in the proof of Proposition 7.4 requires that we use the nontrivial
bundle on S30 .K/ specified by �; we only need this to conclude in Theorem 7.8 that K is
fibered. If we use elements Qyi 2 I #.S30 .K/I si / instead and replace the bundle �0 on X0
by Q�0 accordingly, none of the argument changes save perhaps some signs. Thus, it is also
true that if K is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot then each C-module I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/I si /

is spanned by the single element Qyi D I #.X0; Q�0I t0;i /.1/.

The second main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 7.8 is the following improvement
to Proposition 7.4. Namely, Theorem 2.25 tells us that I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I si / D 0 for all

ji j � g.K/, but the proposition below says that we can sharpen this bound if we know
that K has an instanton L-space surgery.

Proposition 7.7. Suppose K � S3 as above is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot with
smooth slice genus gs.K/. Then

I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si / D 0 for all i � max.gs.K/; 1/.

Proof. Let
g0s D max.gs.K/; 1/:

Then the cobordism X1 contains a smoothly embedded, closed surface S homologous
to †1, built by gluing the core of the 2-handle used to form X1 to a genus-g0s surface in
S3 � Œ0; 1� with boundaryK � ¹1º. We can thus improve the inequality (7.5) by replacing
g D g.†1/ with g0s D g.S/, so that

I #.X1; �1I t1;i / D 0 for all i � g0s :

This implies, in particular, that

z1;i D I
#.X1; �1I t1;i /.1/ D 0 for all i � g0s .
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By Proposition 7.1, we have

I #.W1; !1/.yi / D ˙
1
2
.z1;i C z1;iC1/;

and so
I #.W1; !1/.yi / D 0 for all i � g0s . (7.18)

Now fix some i � g0s , and suppose that yi ¤ 0. Theorem 2.25 says that

I #.S30 .K/; �I si / Š I
#.S30 .K/; �I s�i /

as Z=2Z-graded C-modules, so I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I s�i / is also nonzero; by Proposition 7.4,

it must be spanned by y�i , hence y�i ¤ 0 as well. (We note that yi ¤ y�i , because
i � g0s � 1.) The exactness of the triangle (7.2), together with (7.18), says that

yi 2 Im.I #.X0; �0// D C � I #.X0; �0/.1/;

so that yi D c.
P
j yj / for some c ¤ 0, or equivalently

.c � 1/yi C
X
j¤i
yj¤0

cyj D 0:

But the nonzero yj are linearly independent, as they belong to different direct summands,

yj 2 I
#
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sj /;

and the left hand side above is not identically zero because the term cy�i is nonzero. This
is a contradiction, so yi D 0 after all.

Finally, we apply the fact that framed instanton homology of 0-surgery detects fibered-
ness (Theorem 1.17) to obtain the promised restrictions on instanton L-space knots.

Theorem 7.8. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. ThenK is fibered,
and its Seifert genus is equal to its smooth slice genus.

Proof. Theorem 1.17 and Proposition 7.4 combine to say that

1 � dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg.K/�1/ � 1;

respectively, and since the first inequality is then an equality we conclude that K must be
fibered. For the claim about the slice genus of K, we deduce from Proposition 7.7 that

g.K/ � 1 < max.gs.K/; 1/

since I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I sg.K/�1/ is nonzero, and hence that

gs.K/ � g.K/ � max.gs.K/; 1/:

If gs.K/D 0 then we have g.K/� 1, but the only fibered knots of genus 1 are the trefoils
and the figure eight, which satisfy gs.K/D g.K/D 1. Otherwise max.gs.K/;1/D gs.K/
and so we must have g.K/ D gs.K/.
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7.3. The first L-space slope

SupposingK is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot, our goal in this subsection is to deter-
mine in terms of dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ which rational surgeries on K are instanton L-spaces
(see Proposition 7.11). We begin with the following lemma, which is a direct analogue of
[36, Proposition 7.2].

Lemma 7.9. Suppose K � S3 is a knot. For all k � 0, let

.X 0kC1; �kC1/ W S
3
kC1.K/! S3

be the cobordisms which induce the unlabeled maps in the exact triangles (7.2) . for
k D 0/ and (7.3) . for k � 1/. Then the composition

I #.S3kC1.K//
I #.X 0

kC1
;�k/

���������! I #.S3/
I #.XkC1;�kC1/
����������! I #.S3kC1.K//

is zero for all k � 0.

Proof. This is essentially [4, Lemma 4.13 and Remark 4.14], which in turn follows [30,
proof of Proposition 6.5]. The composition is induced by a cobordism

X W S3kC1.K/! S3 ! S3kC1.K/;

in which we attach a 0-framed 2-handle H� to S3
kC1

.K/ � Œ0; 1� along a meridian � of
K � ¹1º and then attach a .k C 1/-framed 2-handle HK to K in the resulting S3. The
cobordism X contains a smoothly embedded 2-sphere S of self-intersection zero, as the
union of a cocore of H� and a core of HK .

We wish to apply Proposition 6.7 to S , so we must construct a surface F with
ŒS� � ŒF �¤ 0. The disjoint union of kC 1 parallel cores ofH� is bounded by a nullhomol-
ogous link in S3

kC1
.K/ � ¹1º, namely k C 1 disjoint copies of K, so let F be the union

of these cores with a Seifert surface of .k C 1/K and then we have ŒS� � ŒF � D k C 1 > 0
as desired.

Lemma 7.10. If I #.XkC1; �kC1/ is injective for some k � 0, then so is I #.Xk ; �k/.

Proof. The injectivity of I #.XkC1; �kC1/ implies by Lemma 7.9 that I #.X 0
kC1

; �k/ is
zero; hence, I #.Xk ; �k/ is injective by the exactness of either (7.2) or (7.3), depending on
whether k D 0 or k � 1.

We can now prove the main proposition of this subsection.

Proposition 7.11. LetK � S3 be a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. Then the following
are equivalent for any rational r > 0:

(1) r � dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/,

(2) S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space,

(3) the map I #.Xm; �m/ W I
#.S3/! I #.S3m.K// is zero formD brc, where we interpret

the codomain as I #.S30 .K/; �/ when m D 0.

In particular, S3
2g.K/�1

.K/ is an instanton L-space.
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Proof. Let N � 1 be the smallest integral L-space slope, which is positive by
Remark 2.20. Moreover, this remark says that S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space iff r � N .
Since S3N�1.K/ is not an instanton L-space, the map I #.XN�1; �N�1/ appearing in the
exact triangle

� � � ! I #.S3/
I #.XN�1;�N�1/
�����������! I #.S3N�1.K//

I #.WN ;!N /
��������! I #.S3N .K//! � � �

must be injective: otherwise it would be zero, leading to

dim I #.S3N�1.K// D dim I #.S3N .K// � 1 D N � 1;

which is a contradiction. (WhenN D 1, we interpret I #.S3N�1.K// here as I #.S30 .K/;�/;
this has positive dimension because I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I sg�1/ is nonzero by Theorem 1.17.)

Lemma 7.10 now says that I #.Xk ; �k/ is injective for 0 � k � N � 1. This shows that
(3))(2), since if S3r .K/ is not an instanton L-space then

0 � m D brc � N � 1;

and we have argued in this case that I #.Xm; �m/ is nontrivial.
The argument above also shows, by the exactness of (7.2) and (7.3), that the maps

I #.WkC1; !kC1/; 0 � k � N � 1;

are surjective with 1-dimensional kernel; the kernel is the image of I #.S3/ under the odd-
degree map I #.Xk ; �k/, and hence is supported entirely in odd grading. The composition

I #.VN ; N!N / W I
#.S30 .K/; �/! I #.S3N .K//

is thus surjective as well, with kernel an N -dimensional subspace of I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/.

Since I #.VN ; N!N / has even degree, and I #
odd.S

3
N .K// D 0, we must have

I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D ker I #.VN ; N!N /;

and in particular N D dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/. This shows that (1),(2), since S3r .K/ is an

instanton L-space iff r � N .
We also know that the map I #.XN ; �N / must be zero, because otherwise we deduce

from the corresponding exact triangle that

dim I #.S3NC1.K// D dim I #.S3N .K// � 1 D N � 1 < N C 1;

which is impossible since I #.S3NC1.K// has Euler characteristic N C 1. Thus,
Lemma 7.10 implies that I #.Xk ; �k/ D 0 for all k � N . This shows that (2))(3), since
if S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space then brc � N:

For the final claim that S32g�1.K/ is an instanton L-space, we know that each
eigenspace I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I sj / is zero for jj j � g.K/, and each of the 2g.K/ � 1

eigenspaces with jj j � g.K/ � 1 has dimension at most 1 by Proposition 7.4. We there-
fore have

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ � 2g.K/ � 1;

and we apply the equivalence (1),(2) to complete the proof of the claim.
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Recall from Proposition 7.4 that if K is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot then

I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I si / D C � yi

for all i , where
yi D I

#.X0; �0I t0;i /.1/:

Again, the nonzero yi are linearly independent because they belong to different
eigenspaces, so Proposition 7.11 says that the smallest instanton L-space slope is pre-
cisely the number of yi that are nonzero. Note that

yi ¤ 0 iff y�i ¤ 0

for each i , since the eigenspaces I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �I s˙i / are isomorphic by Theorem 2.25

and are spanned by y˙i by Proposition 7.4. In particular, Theorem 1.17 implies that

yg.K/�1 ¤ 0 and y1�g.K/ ¤ 0 (7.19)

in this case.

Proposition 7.12. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial knot, and that either S31 .K/ or S32 .K/
is an instanton L-space. Then K is the right-handed trefoil.

Proof. Let g D g.K/, and suppose first that S31 .K/ is an instanton L-space. Proposi-
tion 7.11 implies that

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ � 1;

and yet yg�1 and y1�g are both nonzero as in (7.19). This is only possible if sg�1 D s1�g ,
or equivalently if g D 1. SinceK has genus 1 and it is fibered by Theorem 7.8, it can only
be a trefoil or the figure-eight knot. But in [4, §4] we noted that 1-surgery on the left-
handed trefoil and figure-eight are Seifert fibered and not the Poincaré homology sphere,
so these are not instanton L-spaces by [4, Corollary 5.3]. Thus, K is the right-handed
trefoil.

Now suppose instead that S32 .K/ is an instanton L-space, but S31 .K/ is not. In this
case Proposition 7.11 tells us that g � 2, and that

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D 2:

The elements yg�1 and y1�g are nonzero, and they lie in distinct eigenspaces since g � 2,
so all of the other I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I sj / must vanish, hence

yj D 0 for 2 � g � j � g � 2:

We now apply Proposition 7.1 to say that

I #.W1; !1/
�g�2X
jD0

y2�gC2j

�
D
�0

2
�

g�2X
jD0

.�1/2�gC2j .z1;2�gC2j C z1;3�gC2j /;
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or equivalently

I #.W1; !1/.y2�g C y4�g C y6�g C � � � C yg�2/ D
�0

2
.�1/2�g

� g�1X
jD2�g

z1;j

�
D ˙

1

2
I #.X1; �1/.1/:

Now the left side vanishes since each of the yj appearing there is zero, so it follows
that the map I #.X1; �1/ is zero as well. But then Proposition 7.11 says that S31 .K/ is an
instanton L-space, and this is a contradiction.

Corollary 7.13. Suppose K � S3 is an instanton L-space knot of genus 1. Then K is the
right-handed trefoil.

Proof. Proposition 7.11 says that S31 .K/ must be an instanton L-space, so we apply
Proposition 7.12.

Remark 7.14. The proof of Proposition 7.12 also shows that if g D g.K/ is odd and
greater than 2, then S33 .K/ is not an instanton L-space. Indeed, we know from the propo-
sition in this case that S32 .K/ is not an instanton L-space, so if S33 .K/ is, then Proposi-
tion 7.11 says that

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D 3;

which implies, by symmetry, that the nonzero yj are precisely y1�g ; y0, and yg�1. The
fact that g is odd then means that the element

y2�g C y4�g C y6�g C � � � C yg�2

is again zero, which implies that I #.X1; �1/.1/ D 0, as in the proof of Proposition 7.12.
But this implies by the proposition that S31 .K/ is an instanton L-space, a contradiction.

8. Instanton L-space knots are strongly quasipositive

The goal of this section is to prove the two theorems below, which, together with Theo-
rem 7.8, will complete the proof of Theorem 1.15.

Theorem 8.1. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. ThenK is strongly
quasipositive.

Theorem 8.2. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. Then S3r .K/ is an
instanton L-space for some rational r iff r � 2g.K/ � 1.

We will begin with and spend the most time proving Theorem 8.1, proceeding as out-
lined in the introduction. Namely, if K is an instanton L-space knot then it is fibered, by
Theorem 7.8. The corresponding fibration specifies an open book decomposition of S3,
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and hence a contact structure �K on S3 by Thurston and Winkelnkemper’s construc-
tion [56]. To prove that K is strongly quasipositive, it suffices to show that �K is the
unique tight contact structure �std on S3, as recorded in the proposition below.

Proposition 8.3. Suppose K � S3 is a fibered knot. Then K is strongly quasipositive iff
�K is tight, in which case the maximal self-linking number of K is sl.K/ D 2g.K/ � 1.

Proof. The relationship between strong quasipositivity and tightness was proved by Hed-
den [26, Proposition 2.1]. Hedden’s proof relies on the Giroux correspondence, but this is
not necessary: it was given an alternative proof and generalized to fibered knots in other
3-manifolds by Baker–Etnyre–van Horn-Morris [2, Corollary 1.12]. The claim that if �K
is tight then sl.K/D 2g.K/� 1 comes from the Bennequin inequality sl.K/� 2g.K/� 1
together with the elementary fact that the connected bindingB of an open book supporting
any contact structure � is transverse in � with self-linking number 2g.B/ � 1.

We will study �K via cabling. Let Kp;q denote the .p; q/-cable of K, where p and q
are relatively prime and q � 2 (this cable is the simple closed curve on @N.K/ � S3 rep-
resenting the class �p�q , for � the meridian of K and � the longitude). It is well-known
that if K is fibered then so is Kp;q , in which case we can talk about the corresponding
contact structure �Kp;q . For positive cables, this contact structure agrees with �K , as below.

Proposition 8.4. SupposeK � S3 is a fibered knot. Then �K Š �Kp;q for p and q positive.

Proof. This was proven by Hedden [25, Theorem 1.2] using the Giroux correspondence.
An alternative proof which does not rely on this correspondence was given by Baader–
Ishikawa [1, §3].

We will also use the following, which states that the .p; q/-cable of an instanton L-
space knot is itself an instanton L-space knot for p=q sufficiently large.

Lemma 8.5. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot, and fix positive, coprime integers p
and q with q � 2 and p=q > 2g.K/� 1: ThenK is an instanton L-space knot iffKp;q is.

Proof. We note that pq�1
q2

> p�1
q
� 2g.K/ � 1, and also that

g.Kp;q/ � g.Tp;q/C q � g.K/;

which after some rearranging yields

pq � 1 � 2g.Kp;q/ � 1C q

�
p � 1

q
� .2g.K/ � 1/

�
� 2g.Kp;q/ � 1:

Thus, Proposition 7.11 implies that K is an instanton L-space knot iff pq�1

q2
-surgery

on K is an instanton L-space, and likewise that Kp;q is an instanton L-space knot iff
S3pq�1.Kp;q/ is an instanton L-space. The lemma now follows immediately from the rela-
tion

S3pq�1.Kp;q/ Š S
3
.pq�1/=q2

.K/;

which was originally proved by Gordon [24, Corollary 7.3].
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Our strategy in proving Theorem 8.1 is roughly as follows: if K is a nontrivial instan-
ton L-space knot then so is a positive cable Kp;q with p=q sufficiently large, by Lem-
ma 8.5. We will use this together with the fact that Kp;q is a Murasugi sum of the form
K1;q � Tp;q to prove that the contact structure �K1;q is tight (for q D 2, though it holds
more generally). This will imply that �K is tight and hence that K is strongly quasiposi-
tive, by Propositions 8.4 and 8.3. Our proof that �K1;q is tight makes use of a variation of
our instanton contact class from [3], developed in the next subsection.

8.1. Open books and framed instanton homology

In this subsection, we briefly describe a variant of the contact class

‚.�/ 2 SHI.�M;��/

which we constructed for sutured contact manifolds in [3]. Here, we specialize our con-
struction to closed contact 3-manifolds, as in [4], and define this variant as a subspace of
framed instanton homology, rather than an element of sutured instanton homology up to
rescaling. We explain the reason for this in Remark 8.10.

The following definitions are all taken from [4, §2.3].

Definition 8.6. An abstract open book is a triple .S; h; c/ consisting of a surface S with
nonempty boundary, a diffeomorphism h W S ! S such that hj@S D id@S , and a collection
cD ¹c1; : : : ; cb1.S/º of disjoint, properly embedded arcs in S such that S X c deformation
retracts onto a point.

Definition 8.7. An abstract open book .S; h; c/ determines a contact 3-manifold
M.S; h; c/ with convex boundary S2 as follows. We take a contact handlebody H.S/ Š
S � Œ�1; 1� with a tight, Œ�1; 1�-invariant contact structure such that after rounding cor-
ners, the boundary @H.S/ is a convex surface identified with the double of S and its
dividing set is � D @S . We then attach contact 2-handles to H.S/ along the collection
.h; c/ of curves

i D .ci � ¹1º/ [ .@ci � Œ�1; 1�/ [ .h.ci / � ¹�1º/

for 1 � i � b1.S/, and denote the result by M.S; h; c/.

Definition 8.8. An open book decomposition of a based contact 3-manifold .Y; �; p/ is a
tuple

B D .S; h; c; f /

consisting of an abstract open book .S; h; c/ and a contactomorphism

f WM.S; h; c/! .Y.p/; �jY.p//;

in which Y.p/ is the complement of a Darboux ball around p.
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Let B D .S; h; c; f / be an open book decomposition of .Y; �; p/. We choose a com-
pact, oriented surface T and an identification @T Š @S , let R D S [ T , and extend h to
R so that hjT D idT . We also form the mapping torus

R �� S
1
D

R � Œ�1; 3�

.x; 3/ � .�.x/;�1/

for some diffeomorphism � W R ! R. Then S � Œ�1; 1� is naturally a submanifold of
R �� S

1, so we can view the collection .h; c/ of curves of Definition 8.7 as living inside
R �� S

1. We proved the following in [4, Proposition 2.16].

Proposition 8.9. Performing @.S � Œ�1; 1�/-framed surgery on each i 2 .h; c/ inside
R �� S

1 produces a manifold which is canonically diffeomorphic to

M.S; h; c/ [@ ..R �h�1ı� S
1/ X B3/

up to isotopy.

Using the diffeomorphism f WM.S; h; c/! Y.p/, we define a cobordism

VB;� W R �� S
1
! Y # .R �h�1ı� S

1/

by attaching 2-handles to .R �� S1/ � Œ0; 1� along each of the @.S � Œ�1; 1�/-framed
curves i 2 .h; c/. Finally, we fix a closed curve

˛ 2 R �� S
1;

disjoint from a neighborhood of S � Œ�1; 1�, such that ˛ \ .R � Œ�1; 1�/ is an arc ¹t0º �
Œ�1; 1� for some t0 2 int.T /. We also use ˛ to denote its image in Y # .R �h�1ı� S1/.

We now recall from Proposition 4.4 that

I #
even.�R �� S

1; ˛ j �R/ Š I #
odd.�R �� S

1; ˛ j �R/ Š C; (8.1)

where we are using the notation from the end of §2.5, and we define

‚#.B; R; �/ � I #.�Y # .�R �h�1ı� S
1/; ˛ j �R/

to be the image of the map induced by the cobordism .�VB;� ; ˛ � Œ0; 1�/, restricted to the
top eigenspaces of �R, which we denote as in §2.5 by

I #.�VB;� ;˛ � Œ0;1� j�R/ W I
#.�R�� S

1;˛ j�R/! I #.�Y # .�R�h�1ı� S
1/;˛ j�R/:

(8.2)

Since I #.�VB;� ; ˛ � Œ0; 1�/ is homogeneous with respect to the Z=2Z-grading by Propo-
sition 2.21, the subspace ‚#.B; R; �/ is the direct sum of two subspaces of dimension at
most 1, one in even grading and one in odd grading.

Remark 8.10. The reason we define‚#.B;R;�/ as the image of I #.�R �� S
1; ˛ j�R/

under the map (8.2) rather than as the image of some element under this map (which
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would be more in line with the definition of the contact invariant in [3]) is that the latter
requires choosing an element of I #.�R �� S

1; ˛ j �R/. There are two natural choices,
in light of (8.1), corresponding to the generators in even and odd gradings, but it is not
clear which one is preferred. Moreover, it is not clear whether the excision isomorphisms
relating the Floer groups associated to different closures of S � Œ�1; 1� (corresponding to
different choices of T and �) preserve the Z=2Z-grading, which means that it is not clear
whether one can actually define an invariant contact element in this setting by choosing
the even or odd generator.

Definition 8.11. A positive stabilization of the abstract open book .S; h; c/ is an open
book

.S 0; h0 D Dˇ ı h; c0 D c [ ¹c0º/;

where S 0 is formed by attaching a 1-handle H0 to S with cocore c0, and Dˇ is a right-
handed Dehn twist about some closed curve ˇ � S 0 which intersects c0 transversely in a
single point. There is then a canonical contactomorphism

q WM.S 0; h0; c0/
�
�!M.S; h; c/

up to isotopy, and thus an open book decomposition B D .S; h; c; f / of .Y; �; p/ can be
positively stabilized to an open book decomposition

B 0 D .S 0; h0; c0; f 0 D f ı q/:

See [3, §2.3] for details.

Proposition 8.12. Let B 0 D .S 0; h0 D Dˇ ı h; c0; f 0/ be a positive stabilization of
B D .S; h; c; f /, and embed S 0 in a closed surface R as above. Then

‚#.B 0; R; �/ D ‚#.B; R;D�1ˇ ı �/

for any diffeomorphism � W R! R.

Proof. The proof is identical to that of [3, Proposition 4.5]. The point is that we can
compute ‚#.B 0; R; �/ as the image of the composition of a certain cobordism map

‰�;ˇ W I
#.�R �� S

1; ˛ j �R/! I #.�R �D�1
ˇ
ı� S

1; ˛ j �R/

with the cobordism map I #.�VB;D�1
ˇ
ı� ; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/ whose image is the subspace

‚#.B; R;D�1ˇ ı �/ � I
#.�Y # .�R �h�1ı.D�1

ˇ
ı�/ S

1/; ˛ j �R/:

(Note that h�1 ı .D�1
ˇ
ı �/ D .Dˇ ı h/

�1 ı � D .h0/�1 ı �.) Now, the map ‰�;ˇ is
induced by the cobordism obtained by attaching a 2-handle along a copy of ˇ, viewed as
a curve in some fiber �R. It thus fits into a surgery exact triangle in which the remaining
entry is zero because the surgery compresses �R, making it homologous to a surface of
strictly lower genus. We conclude that ‰�;ˇ is an isomorphism when restricted to the top
eigenspaces of �.�R/, from which the proposition follows; see [3] for more details.
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We wish to use the subspaces ‚#.B; R; �/ defined above to obstruct overtwistedness
(see Corollary 8.15). The following proposition is the technical key behind this.

Proposition 8.13. Let BD .S;h;c;f / be an open book decomposition of a based contact
manifold .Y; �; p/. Suppose that some page contains a nonseparating, nullhomologous
Legendrian knot ƒ for which the contact framing of ƒ agrees with its page framing, and

tb.ƒ/ � 2g.ƒ/ > 0:

Let R be a surface containing S as a subsurface, as above. Then ‚#.B; R; �/ D ¹0º for
all diffeomorphisms � W R! R.

Proof. This is proved by combining the arguments of [3, Proposition 4.6] and [3, The-
orem 4.10], without any substantial changes. We outline these arguments below for the
reader’s benefit.

First, we form .Y�; ��/ by Legendrian surgery along ƒ, and let the cobordism

X W Y ! Y�

denote its trace. Then .Y�; ��/ is supported by an open book

B� D .S;Dƒ ı h; c; f�/;

and if we let ƒ� be the image of a Legendrian push-off of ƒ in .Y�; ��/, then we can
recover .Y; �/ by performing contact .C1/-surgery onƒ�. The trace of this contact .C1/-
surgery is diffeomorphic to the reversed cobordism X� W �Y� ! �Y , and it follows
exactly as in [3, Proposition 4.6] that the map

I #.�Y� # .�R �h�1ı� S
1/; ˛j�R/! I #.�Y # .�R �h�1ı� S

1/; ˛ j �R/

induced by the cobordism

X�;‰ WD X� ‰
�
.�R �h�1ı� S

1/ � Œ0; 1�
�

sends ‚#.B�; R;Dƒ ı �/ to ‚#.B; R; �/.
Now we let†�Y be a Seifert surface forƒ of minimal genus gDg.ƒ/, and cap it off

inside X to form a closed surface O† of genus g and self-intersection tb.ƒ/� 1 � 2g � 1.
This surface persists inside X�;‰, and since we have O† � O† > 2g. O†/ � 2, the adjunction
inequality says that

I #.X�;‰; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/ D 0:

But ‚#.B; R; �/ lies in the image of this map, so it must be zero.

Remark 8.14. Strictly speaking, the adjunction inequality as stated in Proposition 6.7
requires that b1.X�;‰/ D 0, though we can appeal more generally to [30] here. Alterna-
tively, if Y is a rational homology sphere then b1.X�/ D 0, and one can argue that the
connected sum of either �Y or �Y� with .�R �h�1ı� S1/ # T 3 has “strong simple type”
in the sense of Muñoz [42], specifically when restricting to the .2g.R/� 2; 2/-eigenspace
of �.�R/; �.pt/, and then repeat verbatim the proof of the structure theorem which led
to Proposition 6.7. This case will suffice for our purposes, in which Y D S3.
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Corollary 8.15. Suppose � is an overtwisted contact structure on a based manifold
.Y; p/. Then there is a supporting open book decomposition of .Y; �; p/,

Bot D .Sot; hot; cot; fot/;

such that
‚#.Bot; R; �/ D ¹0º

for any R containing Sot as a subsurface, and all diffeomorphisms � W R! R.

Proof. That � is overtwisted implies that we can find a Legendrian right-handed trefoilƒ
contained in a ball in Y with tb.ƒ/ D 2 (see [3, proof of Theorem 4.1]), violating the
Thurston–Bennequin inequality. There exists a supporting open book decomposition

Bot D .Sot; hot; cot; fot/

in which ƒ lies in a page as a nonseparating curve, with contact framing equal to its page
framing. The corollary then follows from Proposition 8.13.

8.2. Open books from cables of L-space knots

For the rest of this subsection, let us fix a nontrivial instanton L-space knotK and positive,
coprime integers p and q with q � 2 and p=q > 2g.K/ � 1, so that Kp;q is also an
instanton L-space knot, by Lemma 8.5, and

�Kp;q Š �K1;q Š �K ;

by Proposition 8.4. Let
Bp;q D .Sp;q; hp;q; cp;q; fp;q/

be an open book decomposition of .S3; �Kp;q / with binding Kp;q which encodes the
fibration associated to the fibered knot Kp;q . That is, Sp;q is a fiber surface of Kp;q ,
hp;q W Sp;q �! Sp;q is the monodromy of the fibration, and cp;q is some basis of arcs
for Sp;q . We will prove that

‚#.B1;q; R; h/ ¤ ¹0º

for an appropriate choice of R � S1;q and h (see Proposition 8.17). We will then use this
in combination with Proposition 8.12 and Corollary 8.15 to conclude that �K1;q Š �K is
tight (though will only carry this out explicitly for q D 2), proving Theorem 8.1.

The reason we consider cables is that they can be deplumbed. More precisely,
Neumann–Rudolph [43, §4.3, Theorem] proved that Kp;q is a Murasugi sum of K1;q
with the torus knot Tp;q ; see [43, Figure 4.2] or [2, Figure 1]. We can express this as a
Murasugi sum of abstract open books, by

.Sp;q; hp;q/ Š .S1;q; h1;q/ � .†p;q; �p;q/;
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where .†p;q; �p;q/ is an open book for the fibration associated with Tp;q . But .†p;q; �p;q/
can itself be constructed by plumbing together 1 � �.†p;q/ D 2g.Tp;q/ positive Hopf
bands; see, e.g., [49, §9.1]. Thus, .Sp;q; hp;q/ is obtained from the open book

.Sp;q; h1;q/ WD .S1;q; h1;q/ � .†p;q; id/ (8.3)

by adding a right-handed Dehn twist to the monodromy along the core of each Hopf band
used to construct †p;q . Note that the open book .Sp;q; h1;q/ defined in (8.3) supports the
contact manifold �

S3 # .#2g.Tp;q/.S1 � S2//; �K # �std
�
;

since .S1;q; h1;q/ supports the contact structure �K1;q Š �K on S3 and any open book of
the form .S; id/ supports the unique tight contact structure �std on

#1��.S/.S1 � S2/:

For notational simplicity, let

Y WD #2g.Tp;q/.S1 � S2/;

which we identify with the manifold supported by the open book .Sp;q; h1;q/, and let
J � Y denote the binding of this open book. Then g.J / D g.Kp;q/, since J and Kp;q
both bound minimal genus Seifert surfaces † � Y and †0 � S3 which are identified
with Sp;q .

Let
.X0; �0/ W .S

3; 0/! .S30 .Kp;q/; �/

be the cobordism given by the trace of 0-surgery on Kp;q , where � is a meridian of Kp;q
and �0 is the surface used in §7. As mentioned above, the monodromy hp;q is obtained
from h1;q by adding right-handed Dehn twists along curves

c1; : : : ; cg.Tp;q/ (8.4)

in †p;q � Sp;q corresponding to cores in a plumbing description of †p;q . It follows that
S3 is obtained from Y by performing �1-surgeries on copies of these ci on g.Tp;q/ par-
allel pages of the open book decomposition .Sp;q; h1;q/ of Y , with respect to the page
framings of these curves. The cobordism .X0; �0/ above therefore fits into a commutative
diagram

.Y; 0/
.X;�/

//

��

.Y0.J /; �/

��

.S3; 0/
.X0;�0/ // .S30 .Kp;q/; �/

(8.5)

with the cobordism
.X; �/ W .Y; 0/! .Y0.J /; �/
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given by the trace of 0-surgery on J , where � is a meridian of J , and � is the correspond-
ing surface. The vertical arrows in this diagram correspond to the cobordisms obtained
as the trace of �1-surgeries on the ci , viewed as curves in Y and Y0.J /. Commutativity
follows from the fact that these curves are disjoint from J and �.

The first step toward proving that �K1;q is tight is the following lemma.

Lemma 8.16. Let O†0 � Y0.J / denote the closed surface obtained by capping off the
Seifert surface †0 Š Sp;q for J , and let

.X�; ��/ W .�Y0.J /; �/! .�Y; 0/

be the cobordism obtained by turning .X; �/ upside-down. Then the induced map

I #.X�; �� j � O†0/ W I #.�Y0.J /; � j � O†
0/! I #.�Y / (8.6)

is nonzero.

Proof. The commutative diagram (8.5) gives rise to the commutative diagram

I #.�S30 .Kp;q/; � j �
O†/

I #.X
�
0
;�
�
0
j � O†/

//

��

I #.�S3/

��

I #.�Y0.J /; � j � O†
0/

I #.X�;�� j � O†0/
// I #.�Y /

(8.7)

whose arrows are given by the maps induced by the cobordisms in (8.5) turned upside-
down and restricted to the top eigenspaces of �. O†0/ and �. O†/, where O† is the closed
surface in S30 .Kp;q/ obtained by capping off the Seifert surface † Š Sp;q for Kp;q .

We claim that the rightmost vertical map

I #.�S3/! I #.�Y / D I #.� #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2//

is injective. Indeed, each curve ci is dual to a 2-sphere in a unique S1 � S2 summand of
Y D #2g.Tp;q/.S1 � S2/, which at the level of open books comes from plumbing an annu-
lus with trivial monodromy onto .S1;q; h1;q/. It follows that the map I #.�S3/! I #.�Y /

is induced by 0-surgery on a 2g.Tp;q/-component unlink, and so an argument using the
surgery exact triangle (2.6) exactly as in [54, §7.6] shows that it must be injective.

Moreover, the map in the top row of (8.7) is dual to the map

I #.X0; �0I t0;1�g.Kp;q// W I
#.S3/! I #.S30 .Kp;q/; �I s1�g.Kp;q// (8.8)

in the notation of §7, where in particular

s1�g.Kp;q/ W H2.S
3
0 .Kp;q//! 2Z

is the homomorphism defined by

s1�g.Kp;q/.Œ
O†�/ D 2 � 2g.Kp;q/ D 2 � 2g. O†/:
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SinceKp;q is an instanton L-space knot, Theorem 1.17 and Proposition 7.4 (together with
the conjugation symmetry of Theorem 2.25) imply that the map (8.8) is injective, with
image spanned by the nonzero element

y1�g.Kp;q/ 2 I
#
odd.S

3
0 .Kp;q/; �I s1�g.Kp;q//:

Thus, the dual I #.X
�
0 ; �

�
0 j �
O†/ of this map is also nonzero.

Since the diagram (8.7) is commutative and the composition of top and right maps
is nonzero, we conclude that the same must be true for the composition of the left and
bottom maps. In particular, the bottom map

I #.X�; �� j � O†0/ W I #.�Y0.J /; � j � O†
0/! I #.�Y /

must also be nonzero, as claimed.

To prove that the subspace ‚#.B1;q; R; h/ is nontrivial for some R and h, we relate
the cobordism map in Lemma 8.16 to the map which defines this subspace. First note that
the surface Sp;q D S1;q �†p;q can also be expressed as

Sp;q D S1;q [ T;

where T is a surface of genus g.Tp;q/ and one boundary component, along which it is
glued to @S1;q . The 0-surgery Y0.J / is then given by the mapping torus,

Y0.J / D .S1;q [ T / �h S
1;

where the map
h W S1;q [ T ! S1;q [ T

is equal to h1;q on S1;q and the identity on T . Let us define

R WD S1;q [ T;

and observe that under the identification Y0.J / D R �h S
1, the capped-off Seifert sur-

face O†0 in Lemma 8.16 is identified with a copy of the fiber R. In particular, g.R/ D
g.Kp;q/ D g. O†

0/. Recall that the subspace

‚#.B1;q; R; h/ � I
#.�S3 # .�R � S1/; ˛ j �R/

is the image of the map

I #.�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/ W I
#.�R �h S

1; ˛ j �R/! I #.�S3 # .�R � S1/; ˛ j �R/

induced by the cobordism

VB1;q ;h W R �h S
1
! S3 # .R � S1/;

obtained by attaching @.S1;q � Œ�1;1�/-framed 2-handles to .R�h S1/� Œ0;1� along each
of the 2g.K1;q/ curves j � ¹1º for

j 2 .h1;q; c1;q/;

where c1;q is a basis of arcs for S1;q and ˛ is the meridian� of J in�Y0.J /D�R�h S1:
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Proposition 8.17. The cobordism map

I #.�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/ W I
#.�R �h S

1; ˛ j �R/! I #.�S3 # .�R � S1/; ˛ j �R/

above is nonzero. In particular, ‚#.B1;q; R; h/ ¤ ¹0º:

Proof. We prove that the cobordism

.X�; ��/ W .�Y0.J /; �/! .�Y; 0/

of Lemma 8.16 factors through .�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1�/. We can write the former as

.X�; ��/ W .�R �h S
1; ˛/! .� #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/; 0/;

per the discussion preceding the proposition. For the claimed factorization, first note that
X� is the cobordism given by the trace of 0-surgery on a section ¹ptº � S1 of

�T � S1 � �R �h S
1:

In the surgered manifold � #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/, the induced curves j 2 .h1;q; c1;q/ are
each just unknots with page framing equal to their 0-framing. Let

W W � #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/! � #2g.Kp;q/ .S1 � S2/

be the 2-handle cobordism given by the trace of 0-surgeries on these unknots, and let

Z W � #2g.Kp;q/ .S1 � S2/! � #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/

be the 3-handle cobordism cancelling these 2-handles. Then the composition

�R�hS
1 X�

��! �#2g.Tp;q/ .S1�S2/
W
�! �#2g.Kp;q/ .S1�S2/

Z
�! �#2g.Tp;q/ .S1�S2/

is simply X�.
We can now change the order of the first two sets of 2-handle attachments since they

are performed along the disjoint curves ¹ptº � S1 and 1; : : : ; 2g.K1;q/ 2 .h1;q; c1;q/.
Performing the latter set of 2-handle attachments first results in the cobordism

.�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1�/ W .�R �h S
1; ˛/! .�R � S1; ˛/:

This shows that X� can also be expressed as a composition of the form

�R �h S
1
�VB1;q;h

������! �R � S1
W 0

��! � #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/

for some cobordism

.W 0; �0/ W .�R � S1; ˛/! .� #2g.Tp;q/ .S1 � S2/; 0/

involving 2- and 3-handle attachments. Therefore,

I #.X�; �� j �R/ D I #.W 0; �0 j �R/ ı I #.�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/:
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Lemma 8.16 says that the map I #.X�; �� j �R/ is nontrivial (recall that O† is identified
with a copy of the fiber R here); hence, so is the map

I #.�VB1;q ;h; ˛ � Œ0; 1� j �R/:

Since its image is by definition ‚#.B1;q; R; h/, this subspace is nonzero.

Remark 8.18. As a special case of the constructions above, let q D 2 and p D 2k C 1
with k � 2g.K/ � 1 (so that p=q � 2g.K/ � 1). Then

g.R/ D g.K1;2/C g.T2kC1;2/ D 2g.K/C k:

Thus by varying k, we can arrange for g.R/ to be any integer which is at least 4g.K/� 1.
Moreover, the map h W R ! R of Proposition 8.17 is the identity on †2kC1;2 � R, and
its restriction hjS1;2�R D h1;2 does not depend on the choice of k.

We may now prove Theorem 8.1.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. According to Propositions 8.3 and 8.4, it suffices to show that
�K1;2 is not overtwisted. Supposing otherwise, there exists by Corollary 8.15 a supporting
open book decomposition for .S3; �K1;2/ given by

Bot D .Sot; hot; cot; fot/;

such that
‚#.Bot; R; �/ D ¹0º (8.9)

for anyR containing Sot as a subsurface, and all diffeomorphisms � WR!R. The Giroux
correspondence [23] asserts that there is an open book decomposition

BC D .SC; hC; cC; fC/

which is simultaneously a positive stabilization of both Bot and the open book decompo-
sition

B1;2 D .S1;2; h1;2; c1;2; f1;2/

described at the beginning of this subsection.
Let us now embed SC in a closed, connected surface R of genus at least 4g.K/ � 1

(see Remark 8.18) so that the complement R X SC of the image is connected with pos-
itive genus; this induces embeddings Sot; S1;2 ,! R satisfying the same conditions. The
vanishing (8.9) together with Proposition 8.12 then implies that

‚#.BC; R; �/ D ¹0º

for all � as well. On the other hand, Proposition 8.17 says that

‚#.B; R; h/ ¤ ¹0º;

where hjS1;2 D h1;2 and hjRXS1;2 D id, so another application of Proposition 8.12 says
that

‚#.BC; R; h
0/ ¤ ¹0º

for some corresponding h0, which is a contradiction.
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8.3. Instanton L-space slopes

Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial instanton L-space knot. We proved in [4, Theorem 4.20]
that there exists a positive integer N such that S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space iff
r 2 ŒN;1/ \Q, and we showed in Proposition 7.11 that

N � 2g.K/ � 1:

Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 8.1 and Proposition 8.3 that

sl.K/ D 2g.K/ � 1: (8.10)

Lidman, Pinzón-Caicedo, and Scaduto [37] prove that K being a nontrivial instanton
L-space knot together with (8.10) implies that

N � 2g.K/ � 1: (8.11)

Thus, N D 2g.K/ � 1, proving Theorem 8.2. The argument for the bound (8.11), which
is only part of the main work in [37], is simple enough that we reproduce it below for
completeness.

Proof of Theorem 8.2. As discussed above, all that remains is to prove the inequality
(8.11). Note by Proposition 7.11 that this is equivalent to

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ � 2g.K/ � 1: (8.12)

Since �.I #.S30 .K/; �// D 0 by Proposition 2.18, we have

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D dim I #

even.S
3
0 .K/; �/;

which implies that (8.12) is equivalent to

dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ � 4g.K/ � 2: (8.13)

The latter is what we will prove below.
Let gD g.K/. Since sl.K/D 2g � 1, we can find a Legendrian representativeƒ ofK

in the standard contact S3 with classical invariants

.tb.ƒ/; r.ƒ// D .�0; r0/; �0 � r0 D 2g � 1

(any Legendrian approximation of the max-sl transverse representative ofK will do). For
n � 1 � �0, we can positively stabilize this Legendrian k times and negatively stabilize it
�0 C n � 1 � k times to get a Legendrian representative with

.tb; r/ D .1 � n; 2 � 2g � nC 2k/; 0 � k � �0 C n � 1:

For odd n � 0, these values of r include every positive odd number between 1 and
nC 2g � 2.
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Fixing such a large value of n, we perform Legendrian surgery on these knotsƒi with

.tb.ƒi /; r.ƒi // D .1 � n; 2i � 1/; 1 � i �
nC 2g � 1

2
;

to get contact structures
�1; : : : ; �.nC2g�1/=2

on
Y WD S3�n.K/:

Let
W WD X�n.K/

be the trace of this �n-surgery, and O† � W the union of a Seifert surface for K with the
core of the 2-handle. Then each �i admits a Stein filling .W; Ji / with

hc1.Ji /; Œ O†�i D r.ƒi / D 2i � 1:

We can also take contact structures

N�i D T .Y / \ NJiT .Y /; 1 � i �
nC 2g � 1

2
;

which are filled by W with the conjugate Stein structure NJi for each i . These satisfy

hc1. NJi /; Œ O†�i D �.2i � 1/;

so we have exhibited nC 2g � 1 Stein structures

J1; : : : ; J.nC2g�1/=2; NJ1; : : : ; NJ.nC2g�1/=2

on W which are all distinguished by their first Chern classes. This implies by [4, Theo-
rem 1.6] that the associated contact invariants

‚.�1/; : : : ; ‚.�.nC2g�1/=2/;‚. N�1/; : : : ; ‚. N�.nC2g�1/=2/ (8.14)

are linearly independent as elements of the sutured instanton homology of the complement
of a ball in �Y (with suture consisting of one circle). Concretely, we showed in [4] that
these contact invariants can all be thought of simultaneously as elements of

I�.�Y # .R � S1/ j �R/˛[�

for some fixed closed surface R, where ˛ D ¹ptº � S1 for some pt 2 R, and � is a homo-
logically essential curve in some copy of the fiber R. By removing a 4-ball from W �, we
may view it as a cobordism

W �
W �Y ! �S3:

Let W �;‰ be the cobordism

W �;‰
WD W �

‰ ..�R � S1/ � Œ0; 1�/ W �Y # .R � S1/! �S3 # .R � S1/:
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The functoriality of our contact invariants under maps induced by Stein cobordisms
implies [3, 4] that the map induced by .W �;‰; .˛ [ �/ � Œ0; 1�/,

I�.�Y # .R � S1/ j �R/˛[� ! I�.�S
3 # .R � S1/ j �R/˛[� Š C;

sends each of the contact classes (8.14) to a generator. This implies that these classes all
have the same mod 2 grading, since cobordism maps are homogeneous.

Now, Kronheimer and Mrowka [33] showed that

I #.�Y / Š I�.�Y # .R � S1/ j �R/˛[�

as part of their proof that sutured instanton homology is independent of the closure. This
isomorphism is a composition of excision isomorphisms, and is therefore homogeneous
with respect to the mod 2 grading. So, it identifies the contact classes in (8.14) with
nC 2g � 1 linearly independent elements

x1; : : : ; x.nC2g�1/=2; Nx1; : : : ; Nx.nC2g�1/=2 2 I
#.�Y / WD I #.�S3�n.K//

which all have the same mod 2 grading. The fact that

�.I #.�S3�n.K/// D n

then forces there to be at least 2g�1 other linearly independent elements in I #.�S3�n.K//

in the other mod 2 grading. In conclusion, we have shown that

dim I #.�S3�n.K// � nC 4g � 2:

By an easy application of the surgery exact triangles

� � � ! I #.�S3/! I #.�S30 .K/; �/! I #.�S3�1.K//! � � �

and
� � � ! I #.�S3/! I #.�S3

�k.K//! I #.�S3
�.kC1/.K//! � � � ;

we conclude that

dim I #.�S30 .K/; �/ D dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ � 4g � 2;

as desired.

Proof of Theorem 1.15. This is simply a combination of Theorems 7.8, 8.1, and 8.2.

Observe that Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 7.11 together imply that ifK is a nontrivial
instanton L-space knot, then

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D 2g.K/ � 1:

We know from Proposition 7.4 that each I #.S30 .K/;�I si / is spanned by the element yi D
I #.X0; �0I t0;i / for ji j � g.K/� 1, and is zero for i outside this range. The yi span a space
of dimension equal to the number of nonzero yi , since these are linearly independent.
Thus we can characterize instanton L-space knots in terms of 2-handle cobordism maps
as follows.
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Corollary 8.19. A nontrivial knotK � S3 is an instanton L-space knot iff the cobordism
maps

I #.X0; �0I t0;i / W I
#.S3/! I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �I si /

are isomorphisms for all i in the range 1 � g.K/ � i � g.K/ � 1.

As in Remark 7.6, this corollary does not require using a nontrivial bundle on S30 .K/
as specified by �; we can also conclude that K is an instanton L-space knot iff the maps

I #.X0I t0;i / W I
#.S3/! I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/I si /

are isomorphisms for 1 � g.K/ � i � g.K/ � 1.

9. SU.2/ representation varieties of Dehn surgeries

In this section, we apply our results about instanton L-space knots and their L-space surg-
eries to questions about the SU.2/ representation varieties of Dehn surgeries on knots in
S3. As explained in the introduction, our main tool is the following [4, Corollary 4.8];
we have already used this (in the introduction) to show that Theorem 1.15 implies Theo-
rems 1.5 and 1.10.

Proposition 9.1. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot and r D m=n > 0 is a rational
number such that �K.�2/ ¤ 0 for any mth root of unity �. If S3r .K/ is SU.2/-abelian
then S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space.

Corollary 9.2. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial knot and r Dm=n > 0 is a rational num-
ber in which m is a prime power. If S3r .K/ is SU.2/-abelian then S3r .K/ is an instanton
L-space.

Proof. Write m D pe for some prime p and e � 1. If S3r .K/ is not an instanton L-space
then Proposition 9.1 says that there is some peth root of unity � for which �K.�2/ D 0.
In other words, if ˆk.t/ is the cyclotomic polynomial of order k, then p̂e .t/ divides
�K.t

2/ as elements of ZŒt; t�1�. Setting t D 1, it follows that p̂e .1/ D p divides
�K.1/ D 1, a contradiction.

Remark 9.3. The set of rational numbers r D m=n > 0 with m a prime power is dense
in Œ0;1/. Indeed, given any rational s D a=b > 0, the rational numbers

s ˙
1

kb
D
ka˙ 1

kb
; k � 2;

are also positive and approach s as k goes to infinity, and for either choice of sign there
are infinitely primes congruent to ˙1 .mod a/, hence infinitely many k such that the
numerator ka˙ 1 is prime.

Proposition 9.4. SupposeK � S3 is a nontrivial knot and r Dm=n 2 .0; 3/ is a rational
number with m a prime power. Then S3r .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian.
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Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that S3r .K/ is SU.2/-abelian. Then S3r .K/ is an
instanton L-space, by Corollary 9.2. It follows that S3

brc
.K/ is an instanton L-space as

well, by [4, Theorem 4.20]. This is impossible by definition for r 2 .0; 1/, so let us assume
that r 2 Œ1; 3/, in which case brc is equal to 1 or 2. Proposition 7.12 then tells us that K
is the right-handed trefoil T2;3. So to finish the proof, we need only show that S3r .T2;3/ is
not SU.2/-abelian for any r 2 Œ1; 3/.

We can assume r is not an integer. Indeed, when r D 1 we know that the fundamental
group of S31 .T2;3/ D �†.2; 3; 5/ is already a non-abelian subgroup of SU.2/. In the
case r D 2, it is not hard to show that the trefoil group admits an irreducible SU.2/
representation � satisfying �.�/D e�i=4 and �.�/D e3�i=2 as unit quaternions, and then
�.�2�/ D 1, so � descends to an irreducible representation �1.S32 .T2;3//! SU.2/.

To prove the claim for positive r 62 Z, we note that Dehn surgery of slope s D 6kC1
k

on T2;3 gives a lens space, which is SU.2/-abelian, for all integers k � 1 [40]. Suppose
now that r D m=n is another SU.2/-abelian surgery slope for T2;3, for some fixed r < 3.
Then Lin [39] proved that the distance �.r; s/ between these slopes is at most the sum of
the absolute values of their numerators, i.e.,

.6k C 1/n � km � .6k C 1/Cm ” .k C 1/m � .6k C 1/.n � 1/:

Since n � 2, the right side is at least .6k C 1/n=2, hence

r D
m

n
�

6k C 1

2.k C 1/
D 3 �

5

2.k C 1/
:

But this is false for large enough k, so we have a contradiction.

We now address Question 1.4, asked by Kronheimer and Mrowka [31, §4.3], about
when 3-surgery and 4-surgery on a nontrivial knot can be SU.2/-abelian, proving Theo-
rem 1.8 at the end of this section. We begin with the following observation.

Lemma 9.5. If K � S3 is a knot for which S34 .K/ is SU.2/-abelian then det.K/ D 1.

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that det.K/ > 1. Klassen [28, Theorem 10] proved
that there are

1
2
.det.K/ � 1/ > 0

conjugacy classes of nonabelian homomorphisms

� W �1.S
3
XK/! SU.2/

with image in the binary dihedral group

D1 D ¹e
i�
º [ ¹ei�j º;

where we view SU.2/ as the unit quaternions. Letting � be any such homomorphism, we
observe that �.�/ cannot lie in the normal subgroup ¹ei�º; otherwise, since the meridian�
normally generates �1.S3 XK/, this would force the image of � to be abelian. So �.�/ is
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a purely imaginary quaternion. We therefore have �.�2/ D �1 and thus �.�4/ D 1. We
also claim that �.�/ D 1; indeed, the longitude � belongs to the second commutator sub-
group of �1.S3 XK/, so its image lies inD001 D ¹e

i�º0 D ¹1º. Putting all of this together,
we have �.�4�/ D 1, so � induces a representation �1.S34 .K//! SU.2/ with the same
image as �, and this is nonabelian, a contradiction.

Proposition 9.6. Suppose K � S3 is a nontrivial knot of genus g. Then

� S34 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian, and

� S33 .K/ is not SU.2/-abelian unlessK is fibered and strongly quasipositive and g D 2.

Proof. Suppose that S3r .K/ is SU.2/-abelian for r equal to either 3 or 4. Then Corol-
lary 9.2 says that S3r .K/ is an instanton L-space, so by Theorem 1.15, K is fibered and
strongly quasipositive and 2g � 1 � r < 5, i.e., g � 2.

To rule out gD 1, we note that by Corollary 7.13,K would have to be the right-handed
trefoil. But S34 .T2;3/ is not SU.2/-abelian by Lemma 9.5 since det.T2;3/D 3, and neither
is S33 .K/ since �1.S33 .T2;3// is the binary tetrahedral group (see [53, §10.D]), which is
already a nonabelian subgroup of SU.2/. Thus g D 2.

In the case r D 3 there is nothing left to prove, so we may now assume that r D 4.
Again by Lemma 9.5, we must have det.K/ D 1. Note that K is not the right-handed
trefoil since g D 2, which means that S31 .K/ and S32 .K/ are not instanton L-spaces, by
Proposition 7.12. This implies by Proposition 7.11 that

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ � 3:

But g D 2 also implies that S33 .K/ is an instanton L-space, by Theorem 1.15, in which
case another application of Proposition 7.11 tells us that the inequality above is an equal-
ity. Since �.I #.S30 .K/; �// D 0 by Proposition 2.18, we have

dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ D 2 dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D 6:

Thus, to demonstrate a contradiction, it will suffice to show that dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ � 8.
Since K is fibered of genus 2, the Alexander polynomial of K has the form

�K.t/ D at
2
C bt C .1 � 2a � 2b/C bt�1 C at�2

for some integers a D ˙1 and b. We compute from this that

det.K/ D j�K.�1/j D j1 � 4bj;

and since det.K/ D 1 we must have b D 0. Letting O† � S30 .K/ be a capped-off Seifert
surface for K with g. O†/ D 2, we now apply Theorem 3.6 to see that the Euler character-
istics of the .2j; 2/-eigenspaces of �. O†/;�.pt/ acting on I�.S30 .K//� satisfy

1X
jD�1

�.I�.S
3
0 .K/;

O†; j /�/t
j
D

�K.t/ � 1

t � 2C t�1
D a.t C 2C t�1/:
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The .˙2; 2/-eigenspaces therefore have dimension at least 1 each, and the .0; 2/-eigen-
space has dimension at least 2. Since these eigenspaces are isomorphic to the .˙2Pi ;�2/-
eigenspaces and to the .0;�2/-eigenspace, respectively, by Lemma 2.3, we conclude that

dim I�.S
3
0 .K//� � 8:

Since g. O†/ D 2 and � � O† D ˙1, we may apply Corollary 2.29 to see that

dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ D dim I�.S
3
0 .K//� � 8;

which is the desired contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. The slopes r 2 .2; 3/ are handled by Proposition 9.4, while Propo-
sition 9.6 addresses r D 3 and r D 4.

10. A-polynomials of torus knots

10.1. Basic properties of A-polynomials

The goal of this section is to use our preceding results to prove that a slight enhancement
of theA-polynomial detects infinitely many torus knots, including the trefoil, per Theorem
1.11. We begin by recalling the definition of the A-polynomial AK.M; L/ by Cooper,
Culler, Gillet, Long, and Shalen [9].

Let X.K/ denote the variety of characters of representations

�1.S
3
XN.K//! SL.2;C/;

and let X.@N.K// be the SL.2;C/ character variety of the boundary torus, with restric-
tion map

i� W X.K/! X.@N.K//:

The representation variety Hom.�1.T 2/; SL.2;C// has a subvariety � of diagonal rep-
resentations, with a branched double covering

t W C� �C�
�
�! �� X.@N.K//

sending a pair .M;L/ to the character of the representation � with

�.�/ D

�
M 0

0 M�1

�
; �.�/ D

�
L 0

0 L�1

�
:

We let V � X.@N.K// be the union of the closures i�.X/ as X ranges over irreducible
components of X.K/ such that i�.X/ has complex dimension 1. Then

V .K/ D t�1.V / � C� �C�

is an algebraic plane curve, and we take

AK.M;L/ 2 CŒM˙1; L˙1�
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to be its defining polynomial. It is normalized to have integer coefficients and no repeated
factors, and is well-defined up to multiplication by powers of M and L.

The A-polynomial of any knot K � S3 always has a factor of L � 1. This corre-
sponds to a 1-dimensional curve Xred of characters of reducible representations � such
that �.�/ D

�
M 0
0 M�1

�
and �.�/ D

�
1 0
0 1

�
as M ranges over C�; clearly t�1.i�.Xred// D

C� � ¹1º D ¹L D 1º. We will work with a slight modification of the A-polynomial, fol-
lowing Ni–Zhang [48]: we define

QAK.M;L/ 2 ZŒM˙1; L˙1�

to be the defining polynomial of

t�1
� [
X¤Xred

i�.X/
�
� C� �C�;

where we take the union over irreducible components X ¤ Xred with dimC i
�.X/ D 1;

the difference is that we now explicitly exclude Xred, and so there may not be a factor of
L � 1. By convention we take QAU .M;L/ D 1.

Remark 10.1. QAK.M;L/ is equal to either AK.M;L/ or AK.M;L/=.L� 1/, depending
respectively on whether some component containing irreducibles contributes a factor of
L � 1 or not.

Using work of Kronheimer and Mrowka [31], Dunfield–Garoufalidis [12] and Boyer–
Zhang [6] proved the following.

Theorem 10.2. If K is not the unknot, then QAK.M; L/ has an irreducible factor other
than L � 1. Thus AK.M;L/ D L � 1 iff K is unknotted.

Our goal is to prove similar results characterizing torus knots in terms of their A-poly-
nomials. We begin with the following computation.

Proposition 10.3. If K is the .p; q/-torus knot, then QAK.M;L/ divides M 2pqL2 � 1.

Proof. The knot complement is Seifert fibered, with generic fiber � D�pq� being central
in �1.S3 XN.K//. Its image under any representation

� W �1.S
3
XN.K//! SL.2;C/

commutes with the entire image of �. If we assume that � sends the peripheral subgroup
h�; �i to diagonal matrices, then �.�/ is diagonal, and if any other element �.g/ is not
diagonal then this forces �.�/ D ˙I . In other words, we have �.�pq�/ D ˙I unless �
is reducible, in which case the character tr.�/ lies in Xred.

If X � X.K/ is an irreducible component other than Xred satisfying dim i�.X/ D 1,
then all but at most finitely many � 2X are the characters of irreducible representations �,
so that �.�pq�/ must be identically either 2 or �2 on X , corresponding to �.�pq�/ D I
or �I respectively. But then t�1.i�.X// lies in the zero set of either MpqL � 1 or
MpqLC 1, from which the proposition follows.
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Remark 10.4. By [9, Proposition 2.7], the A-polynomial of Tp;q has a factor of
MpqLC 1, so in light of Proposition 10.3, the only ambiguity in QATp;q .M;L/ is whether
it also contains a factor of MpqL � 1.

For any knot K � S3, we will let N .K/ denote the Newton polygon in the .L;M/-
plane of the polynomial QAK.M;L/. This is the convex hull of all points .a; b/ 2 Z2 such
that the monomial M bLa has nonzero coefficient in QAK.M; L/; it is well-defined up to
translation. We can reinterpret Theorem 10.2 as the statement that N .K/ is not a single
point unless K is the unknot.

Definition 10.5. We say that a nontrivial knotK � S3 is r-thin for some r 2Q if N .K/

is contained in a line segment of slope r .

Example 10.6. Proposition 10.3 says that N .Tp;q/ is contained in the line segment from
.0; 0/ to .2; 2pq/, of slope pq, so Tp;q is pq-thin.

Proposition 10.7. If K � S3 is a hyperbolic knot then K is not r-thin for any r .

Proof. This is essentially [9, Proposition 2.6]. The key observation is that X.K/ contains
a 1-dimensional irreducible component X , one of whose points is the character of a dis-
crete faithful representation, such that the function I D tr.�.// is not constant on X for
any peripheral element  . If K were p

q
-thin then QAK.M;L/ would be (up to a monomial

factor) a polynomial of the form f .MpLq/ for some f 2 ZŒt �. But then IMpLq could
only take finitely many values on X , corresponding to the roots of f .t/, and this is a
contradiction.

10.2. SU.2/-averse knots

Sivek and Zentner [55] make the following definition.

Definition 10.8. A nontrivial knot K � S3 is SU.2/-averse if the set

�.K/ D ¹p=q 2 Q j S3p=q.K/ is SU.2/-abelianº

is infinite.

One of the main theorems in [55] is the following.

Theorem 10.9. IfK is SU.2/-averse, then �.K/ � R is bounded and has a single accu-
mulation point r.K/, which is a rational number with jr.K/j > 2. Supposing that r.K/
is positive, if we let

n D dr.K/e � 1

then S3n .K/ is an instanton L-space.

We call r.K/ the limit slope ofK. The assumption that r.K/ > 0 is a minor one, since
if K is SU.2/-averse then so is its mirror K, with r.K/ D �r.K/.

Recall from Theorem 1.10 (proved in the introduction using Theorem 1.15) that ifK is
an SU.2/-averse knot, thenK fibered and strongly quasipositive with r.K/ > 2g.K/� 1.
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Proposition 10.10. LetK �S3 be a nontrivial r-thin knot, in the sense of Definition 10.5.
ThenK is SU.2/-averse with limit slope r . In particular,K is fibered and jr j>2g.K/�1.

Proof. Let r D p=q with p and q relatively prime. The assumption that K is r-thin says
that up to a monomial factor, we can write

QAK.M;L/ D f .M
pLq/

for some polynomial f 2 ZŒt �.
If X is an irreducible component of X.K/, then i�.X/ has complex dimension either

0 or 1 (see e.g. [12, Lemma 2.1]). Thus ifX does not contribute to the plane curve defining
QAK.M;L/ then either X is the curve Xred of reducible characters or i�.X/ � X.@N.K//

is a point. Since the latter happens for only finitely many X , it follows that the set S of
points .M;L/ � C� �C� such that

� there is an irreducible representation � W �1.S3 XN.K//! SL.2;C/ with

�.�/ D

�
M 0

0 M�1

�
; �.�/ D

�
L 0

0 L�1

�
I

� QAK.M;L/ ¤ 0, or equivalently f .MpLq/ ¤ 0,

is finite.
Restricting to the subgroup SU.2/, every representation � W�1.S3 XN.K//! SU.2/

is conjugate to one such that

�.�/ D

�
ei˛ 0

0 e�i˛

�
; �.�/ D

�
eiˇ 0

0 e�iˇ

�
for some constants ˛ and ˇ. (Indeed, every element of SU.2/ is diagonalizable, and �.�/
and �.�/ can be simultaneously diagonalized because they commute.) Let

T � U.1/ � U.1/ � C� �C�

be the set of all such pairs .ei˛; eiˇ / arising from irreducible SU.2/ representations �.
Then we have

QAK.e
i˛; eiˇ / D f .ei.p˛Cqˇ// D 0

on all of T except for the finitely many points of S . In particular, ei.p˛Cqˇ/ can only take
finitely many values on T X S , namely the roots of f .t/, so [55, Theorem 8.2] tells us that
K is SU.2/-averse with limit slope p=q D r . We apply Theorem 1.10 to conclude.

Finally, we recall the following facts about SU.2/-averse satellite knots, proved in
[55, Theorem 1.7].

Theorem 10.11. Let K D P.C/ be a nontrivial, SU.2/-averse satellite, and let w � 0
be the winding number of the pattern P � S1 �D2.

� If P.U / is not the unknot, then it is SU.2/-averse with limit slope r.K/.

� If w ¤ 0, then the companion C is SU.2/-averse, and r.K/ D w2r.C /.
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10.3. Detecting torus knots

Ni and Zhang [48] proved that the combination of the polynomial QAK.M;L/ and the knot
Floer homology bHFK.K/ suffice to detect torus knots. The reason they needed bHFK.K/
was to show that K is fibered, and to determine its Seifert genus and Alexander polyno-
mial. However, we have seen that the .p; q/-torus knot Tp;q is pq-thin, and that r-thin
knots are fibered for any r , so in many cases we do not actually need bHFK.K/. We make
this precise below.

Lemma 10.12. Suppose thatK is an r-thin knot for some r 2Q, but thatK is not isotopic
to a torus knot. Then K is SU.2/-averse with limit slope r , and it is both fibered and a
satellite knot. If we write K D P.C/ then

� the satellite pattern P � S1 �D2 has positive winding number w � 1;

� the companion C is fibered and r
w2

-thin; and

� the knot P.U / is fibered, and if it is not the unknot then it is r-thin;

� the Seifert genera of K, P.U / and C are related by

g.K/ D w � g.C /C g.P.U //:

Moreover, if P.U / is the unknot then w � 3.

Proof. Proposition 10.10 says that K is fibered. In addition, K is not the unknot by
Theorem 10.2 or a torus knot by assumption, and hyperbolic knots are not r-thin by
Proposition 10.7, so K must be a satellite.

For the claims thatw � 1 and that C and P.U / are both fibered, we note by [8, Propo-
sition 5.5] that sinceK is fibered, the commutator subgroup of �1.S3 XN.K// is free on
2g.K/ generators. Since it is finitely generated, we conclude from [8, Corollary 4.15] that
the winding number must be nonzero. It follows from Theorem 10.11 that C is SU.2/-
averse, and that either P.U / is the unknot or it is also SU.2/-averse, and in any case
Proposition 10.10 tells us that these must both be fibered. Now we have the relation

�K.t/ D �P.U/.t/ ��C .t
w/;

and since each of these knots is fibered, the claim about their Seifert genera follows by
computing the degrees of each of these Alexander polynomials.

For the thinness ofC andP.U /, Ni–Zhang [48, Lemma 2.6] proved that QAP.U/.M;L/
divides QAK.M;L/ in ZŒx;y�, so ifP.U / is not the unknot (meaning that QAP.U/.M;L/¤1
by Theorem 10.2) then it is also r-thin. They also proved [48, Proposition 2.7] that every
irreducible factor

fC .M;L/ j QAC .M;L/

contributes a factor

fK.M;L/ D

´
RedŒRes NL.fC .M

w ; NL/; NLw � L/�; degL fC .M;L/ > 0;

fC .M
w ; L/; degL fC .M;L/ D 0;
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to QAK.M; L/. Here Res NL denotes the resultant that eliminates the variable NL, and the
reduced polynomial Red.p.M; L// is obtained from p.M; L/ by removing all repeated
factors. SinceK is r-thin, the case degL fC .M;L/ D 0 does not occur and it follows that
C is r

w2
-thin.

Finally, suppose that P.U / D U but that w D 1. SinceK is fibered, Hirasawa, Mura-
sugi, and Silver [27, Corollary 1] proved in this case that the pattern P must be the core
of S1 �D2, contradicting the fact that K is a nontrivial satellite, so we must have w � 2
instead. Similarly, if P.U / D U and w D 2 then they proved that P must be a .˙1; 2/-
cable (see [27, p. 420]), but then [55, Theorem 10.6] says that K D P.C/ cannot be
SU.2/-averse, so this is also impossible. We conclude that if P.U / D U then w � 3.

Proposition 10.13. Suppose thatK is an r-thin knot for some r 2Q. Then r is a nonzero
integer with at least two distinct prime divisors; in other words, r D pq for some nontriv-
ial torus knot Tp;q .

Proof. We may assume that r is nonnegative, by replacingK with its mirrorK if needed.
Proposition 10.10 says thatK is SU.2/-averse with limit slope r , hence by Theorem 10.9
we know that S3n .K/ is an instanton L-space where n D dre � 1. If 0 � r � 3 then it
follows that S32 .K/ is an instanton L-space, so K is the right-handed trefoil by Proposi-
tion 7.12; but then we should have r D 6, so this is a contradiction and in fact r > 3.

We now suppose that the set

R D ¹r 2 Q j r > 0; r-thin knots exist; r ¤ pq for any Tp;qº

is nonempty, and let r0 D infR; then r0 � 3 by the above argument. We fix some r 2 R
such that r0 � r < r0 C 1, and we choose K to have minimal Seifert genus among all
r-thin knots; by definition K is not a torus knot.

By Lemma 10.12 we can write K as a satellite P.C/, and then

g.K/ D w � g.C /C g.P.U //:

Thus g.P.U // < g.K/, and if P.U /¤ U then we know that P.U / is also r-thin, contra-
dicting the minimality of g.K/. We must therefore have P.U /D U , and so Lemma 10.12
says that w � 3.

Now since K is r-thin and w � 3, the companion knot C has thinness

r

w2
�
r

9
<
r0 C 1

9
< r0;

the last inequality holding since r0 � 3 > 1=8. If r is not an integer with at least two
distinct prime factors then neither is r=w2, so r=w2 2 R; but since r=w2 < infR we have
a contradiction. So in fact K cannot exist, and we conclude that the set R is empty, as
desired.

We can now prove that QAK.M;L/ detects the trefoils.

Theorem 10.14. If K � S3 is 6-thin, then K is isotopic to the right-handed trefoil.
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Proof. Suppose that K is 6-thin but not isotopic to T2;3, and that K minimizes Seifert
genus among such knots. In this case Lemma 10.12 says that K is a satellite of the form
K D P.C/ with winding number w � 1, and that C is 6

w2
-thin; by Proposition 10.13 this

forces w D 1. Given this, Lemma 10.12 now also implies that P.U / is a nontrivial, 6-thin
knot, and that

g.K/ D g.C /C g.P.U //:

Since g.K/ was assumed minimal, both C and P.U / must be isotopic to T2;3. ThusK is
an instanton L-space knot of genus 2, with

�K.t/ D �P.U/.t/�C .t
w/ D .t � 1C t�1/2;

or equivalently
�K.t/ � 1

t � 2C t�1
D t C t�1: (10.1)

Let O† � S30 .K/ be a capped-off Seifert surface for K with g. O†/ D 2. Then Theo-
rem 3.6 together with (10.1) tells us that the .2j; 2/-eigenspaces of �. O†/; �.pt/ acting
on I�.S30 .K//� have Euler characteristics given by

�.I�.S
3
0 .K/;

O†; j /�/ D

´
1; j D ˙1;

0; j ¤ ˙1:

The .˙2; 2/-eigenspaces, which are isomorphic by Lemma 2.3 (apply the map �2), there-
fore have the same dimension 1C 2m for some integer m � 0, and the .0; 2/-eigenspace
has dimension 2k for some integer k � 0. Since these eigenspaces are isomorphic to the
.˙2i;�2/-eigenspaces and the .0;�2/-eigenspace, respectively, by Lemma 2.3, we have

dim I�.S
3
0 .K//� D 4C 8mC 4k:

Since g. O†/ D 2 and � � O† D ˙1, we may apply Corollary 2.29 to conclude that

dim I #.S30 .K/; �/ D dim I�.S
3
0 .K//� D 4C 8mC 4k:

Together with the fact that �.I #.S30 .K/; �// D 0, this implies

dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D

1
2

dim I�.S
3
0 .K//� D 2C 4mC 2k:

Now, Proposition 7.11 says that S3
2g.K/�1

.K/ D S33 .K/ is an instanton L-space, which
then implies by the same proposition that

3 � dim I #
odd.S

3
0 .K/; �/ D 2C 4mC 2k;

so m D k D 0 and
dim I #

odd.S
3
0 .K/; �/ D 2:

But the latter implies by Proposition 7.11 that S32 .K/ is an instanton L-space, and
Proposition 7.12 tells us in this case that K is the unknot or the right-handed trefoil, a
contradiction.
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Proposition 10.15. Let r > 12 be an integer such that one of the following holds:

� r is square-free and odd, with at least two distinct prime divisors;

� r D p2q for distinct primes p and q, with q � 3; or

� r D p2q2 for distinct primes p and q.

Then every r-thin knot is a torus knot.

Proof. Suppose that there are non-torus knots which are r-thin, and let K be such a knot
with the smallest possible genus. By Lemma 10.12, we know that K is a satellite, say
K D P.C/ where P has winding number w � 1, and that the companion C is r

w2
-thin.

If w � 2 then by Proposition 10.13 there are no r
w2

-thin knots, so we must have w D 1.
Since w D 1, we know from Lemma 10.12 that P.U / is not the unknot, that both C

and P.U / are r-thin, and that

g.K/ D g.C /C g.P.U //:

Both g.C / and g.P.U // are positive and strictly less than g.K/, but g.K/ was assumed
minimal, so C and P.U / must be nontrivial torus knots, say C D Ta;b and P.U / D Tc;d
with ab D cd D r .

The assumptions on r each imply that a; b � 3, so we have

g.C / D
.a � 1/.b � 1/

2
D
ab C 1

2
�
aC b

2
�
r C 1

2
�
3C r=3

2
D
r

3
� 1:

Likewise g.P.U // satisfies the same bound, so g.K/ D g.C /C g.P.U // satisfies

2g.K/ � 1 � 2

�
2r

3
� 2

�
� 1 D

4r

3
� 5:

Since K is r-thin we know from Proposition 10.10 that r > 2g.K/ � 1, or equivalently
r � 1 � 2g.K/ � 1 since r is an integer. But then we have r � 1 � 4r=3 � 5, or r � 12,
and this is a contradiction.

We say that the QA-polynomial detects a knotK if for any knotK 0, we have QAK.M;L/
D QAK0.M;L/ iff K is isotopic to K 0.

Corollary 10.16. Let p and q be distinct odd primes. Then the QA-polynomial detects each
of the torus knots Tp;q , Tp2;q , Tp2;q2 , T4;q if q > 3, and T4;q2 .

Proof. Write any of the given torus knots as Ta;b . Then r D ab satisfies the hypotheses of
Proposition 10.15, so if QAK.M;L/D QATa;b .M;L/ thenK must be a torus knot Tc;d with
r D cd . But in each case Ta;b is the unique r-thin torus knot, so in fact K D Ta;b .

Proof of Theorem 1.11. The trefoil case is Theorem 10.14, and the remaining cases are
included in Corollary 10.16.
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